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Abstract
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miss distance to unmodeled errors in aerodynamic and environmental parameters. Based
on the sensitivity analysis, a Kalman filter was designed to estimate errors in coefficient of
drag, coefficient of pitching moment, initial velocity and the horizontal wind component.
A covariance analysis showed that the filter improved knowledge of these quantities.
These unmodeled errors, which are countered by active guidance in the presence of a GPS
signal, could be ameliorated earlier in the flight if they were known, thereby reducing the
impact of GPS-jamming in the final portions of flight.
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Chapter 1
Background
1.1 The Baseline Projectile
A recent munitions research program, known as the Extended Range Guided Munitions
Demonstration (ERGM Demo), investigated the integration of a Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) receiver and a Micromechanical Inertial Measurement Unit (MMIMU) on a
guided artillery shell. The ERGM Demo program was based on the U.S. Navy's fin-stabi-
lized Semi-Active Laser Guided Projectile (SALGP) airframe. The SALGP and the
ERGM Demo rounds were designed to be fired from the Navy's 5" rifled gun mounts,
which impart a roll rate of approximately 25 Hz to the round at the muzzle. Fins deploy
immediately after launch to reduce this roll-rate to less than 1 Hz and to stabilize the round
through impact. A terminal guidance scheme was used to provide guidance commands to
the canards during the final portion of the flight Monte-Carlo testing of the guidance and
navigation system showed that the average ERGM Demo miss distance under active con-
trol was less than ten feet [1].
A significant drawback of the ERGM Demo design was that a complete redesign of
the standard 5" projectile is required to accommodate the fin-stabilized, canard-controlled
architecture. A conceivable improvement of this concept would require that all guidance
and navigation hardware be housed in a module designed to replace the fuzing mechanism
on a standard Navy 5" projectile. By employing a rotary joint and careful aerodynamic
design, such a module could allow the aft section of the projectile to continue to spin after
launch while de-spinning the front portion for GPS acquisition and control purposes. This
thesis will investigate the improvement of the navigation algorithm on such a projectile,
hereafter referred to as the Spin-Stabilized Homing Projectile (SSHP).
The SSHP concept requires that the guidance, navigation and control (GN&C) hard-
ware fit within the dimensions of a standard NATO fuse in a module that will be referred
to as the Steering Control System (SCS). The SCS will be affixed to the Navy 5" High
Fragmentation Round airframe for design purposes. The rotary joint in the SCS allows the
aft section of the projectile to spin throughout the flight, thereby providing the stabiliza-
tion provided in ERGM Demo by deployed fins. The angular rate reduction of the fore-
body and control is accomplished through four canards mounted on the SCS. Two of these
canards are fixed at an angle of attack such that they produce a moment that opposes the
direction of spin and therefore tends to slow the roll rate of the forebody. An alternator,
controlled by SCS hardware, provides variable coupling between the forebody and aft-
body that is used to control the forebody roll angle. The angle of attack of the other two
canards is controllable. By varying the angle of attack of the controllable canards and the
roll orientation of the forebdy, a lift force can be generated in any direction perpendicular
to the SSHP longitudinal axis.
The SCS also contains the GPS receiver and Application Specific Integrated Circuits
(ASICs), the MMIMU, the microprocessor and associated electronics and the GPS
antenna. The aft body contains the battery, which provides power to the SCS through the
rotary joint, the telemetry system and a spacer. Since this is a technology demonstration
only, no warhead will be placed in the SSHP.
The fight of the SSHP can be broken into the pre-launch, despin, midcourse and termi-
nal phases. During prelaunch, the GPS receiver initializes the navigation algorithm in time
and position and the onboard processor is loaded with target, trajectory, control and aero-
dynamic data required by the guidance algorithm. Since rapid post-launch GPS reaquisi-
tion is required, the SSHP round can only sit in the gun barrel, where it will be unable to
receive GPS signals, for a short period of time. Following launch, the canted fixed canards
will immediately begin to despin the SCS. Guidance and navigation cannot begin, how-
ever, until the angular rate of the forebody drops to a level at which the micromechanical
angular rate sensors (gyros) are no longer in saturation. Once desaturation is accom-
plished, the navigation algorithm will determine the direction of the local vertical by sens-
ing the computationally despun pitch rate of the round as it follows a ballistic trajectory
and assuming that the roll axis is oriented along the body-relative velocity vector. The final
exit-requirement for the despin phase is reacquisition of the GPS P(Y) code--military
grade--signal, since the position and velocity estimates from the navigator rapidly lose
accuracy in the absence of GPS measurements. The GPS receiver must reaquire the navi-
gation signals less than ten seconds after launch. The midcourse phase, in which the
extended proportional guidance algorithm is applied as described in section 1.2, begins
when the MMIMU has come out of saturation and the navigator has determined the direc-
tion of the local vertical. Midcourse guidance covers the period between down determina-
tion and the final portion of the flight when the projected miss distance is less than the
maximum allowable miss distance. Once this criteria is met, the terminal guidance portion
of the flight begins as the guidance algorithm imposes an increasingly restrictive canard
deflection limit to avoid large control oscillations at the end of flight when they would
have little effect.
The previously described ERGM Demo round is being used as the starting point for he
SSHP concept. This design is being used as a baseline for the SSHP concept, with
improvements in the areas of packaging, launch environment, guidance and navigation
performance, flight environment and control availability. The 13 in3 SCS is both much
smaller than the 8 inch by 4 inch cylinder available in ERGM Demo and is required to per-
form all of the GN&C functions. Where the ERGM Demo hardware was designed to with-
stand a launch load factor of 6200 g, SSHP is to be capable of withstanding a 16000 g
launch. Furthermore, unlike ERGM Demo, which was immediately despun to less than 1
Hz roll rate after launch and stabilized by deployable fins, SSHP is to be spin-stabilized
throughout flight. The spin-stabilization requirement complicates both the navigation and
the control portions of operation. Improved navigation performance will be achieved
through the use of a "tightly coupled" GPS-IMU architecture in place of the "loosely cou-
pled" architecture employed in ERGM Demo. "Tight coupling" refers to direct combina-
tion of individual GPS satellite range measurements with data from the inertial
instruments, as contrasted to a loosely coupled architecture--such as ERGM Demo--that
combines only a processed GPS position and velocity solution with inertial instrument
data. Finally, the SSHP concept will have full control authority throughout flight where the
ERGM Demo round can issue control commands only in the final portions of flight.
1.2 SSHP Guidance and Navigation
The GPS receiver envisioned in the SSHP concept uses time-stamped position messages
from each of up to 12 satellites in 12-hour earth-orbits. Using at least 4 of these messages
as range measurements, four non-linear equations in four unknowns--three position com-
ponents and a receiver clock error--can be solved for position. Using orbital ephemeris
data included in the GPS messages, it is possible to calculate the carrier frequency Dop-
pler shift due to satellite orbital motion and to subtract this from the measured Doppler
shift. The remaining apparent carrier Doppler shift is then a measurement of the vehicle
velocity and clock drift rate. Once again, four such measurements from four different
space vehicles allows calculation of the three velocity components and the clock drift rate.
[3]
The two grades of available GPS service, which provide the accuracies show in Table
1.1, are known as the Precise Positioning Service (PPS) and the Standard Positioning Ser-
vice (SPS). PPS is available only to users authorized by the U.S. Department of Defense,
where SPS is available to all users. Performance degradation of the SPS with respect to the
PPS is due to the two principle differences between the two. Where errors induced by the
ionosphere can be estimated and thereby corrected by comparison of the two frequencies
used to transmit PPS messages, these errors cannot be as accurately estimated using only
the single frequency SPS. An additional error is induced in SPS by adding a pseudo-ran-
dom error to the transmitted time-stamp, thereby effectively changing the user's apparent
distance from the satellite. These root-sum-square of these two errors can be seen in Table
1.1. [3]
Standard PositioningPrecise Positioning System System
System
Vertical one-sigma error 168.6 27.2
(feet)
Horizontal one-sigma error 134.8 21.7
(feet)
Table 1.1: Standard GPS Error Models
Using the above procedure, the SSHP GPS receiver provides delta-time measure-
ments--known as pseudo-range--and delta-frequency measurements--known as delta-
range--to the navigation algorithm. The SSHP navigation filter combines these measure-
ments with the propagated position from the MMIMU to form an estimate of position,
velocity, GPS time, receiver clock drift rate and attitude. Position and velocity are then
passed to the guidance algorithm.
The SSHP guidance algorithm is an extended version of the standard proportional nav-
igation algorithm. This standard guidance strategy attempts to null the Line of Sight
(LOS) angle to the target which, in practice, has the effect of forcing the vehicle to point at
the target. Since this is obviously suitable only for the terminal portions of a flight where a
vehicle following a ballistic trajectory to the target would naturally be pointing in the gen-
eral direction of the target, modification of the algorithm was necessary to enable its use
throughout all portions of flight. This extension was accomplished by storing a series of
"offset targets" in the guidance algorithm prior to flight. The offset targets define the aim-
point for the LOS calculation at times other than end-of-flight. Therefore, the offset targets
are simply the predetermined intersection of the vehicle's extended longitudinal axis and
the plane perpendicular to the surface of the earth containing the target point, tabulated as
a function of downrange distance. Since the guidance algorithm requires position and atti-
tude data from the navigator to calculate, and attempt to null, the LOS angle to the instan-
taneous target, guidance does not commence until after instrument desaturation and down
determination. At the time of this writing this is estimated to take fifteen seconds.
1.3 GPS Jamming and the GPS/MMIMU
A typical terrestrial GPS user with a small, fixed antenna, sees less than 10- 15 W of signal
power from each space vehicle. Such a low signal power at the receiver makes hostile jam-
ming a serious concern. In fact, jammers that are man-portable and require less than 10 W
are currently available on the world arms market. The possibility of widespread jamming
of the GPS signal over target areas poses a potential operational problem for the SSHP in
light of the relatively poor error stability of the SSHP micromechanical inertial instru-
ments. Although the exact performance values for Draper Laboratory's high performance
micromechanical inertial sensors are proprietary data, gyros with bias errors of 500 deg/
hour have been described publicly [4]. The end effect of the relatively unstable inertial
instrument errors is the loss of useful navigation data a matter of tens of seconds after the
loss of GPS updates. Projected improvements in micromechanical inertial instrument per-
formance will significantly improve this aspect of navigation performance. GPS updates
are used to estimate and contain the inertial instrument errors and in the absence of these
updates, the navigation solution rapidly loses practical value.
Given the necessity of GPS updates to SSHP navigation and guidance, anti-jam perfor-
mance is an important consideration in the SSHP concept. Two of the possible anti-jam
modifications use a segmented GPS antenna to partially isolate and identify noise. Obvi-
ously, once the local vertical has been determined and GPS has been reacquired, the
antenna patches facing the sky--and hence the GPS space vehicles--can be relied upon to
have a small component of ground-noise and ground-based jamming signal. Using only
those antenna patches that are facing the sky will, however, reduce the number of available
space vehicles by masking those satellites that are low on the horizon and to the side of the
shell. This not only has the effect of decreasing the accuracy of the GPS measurement but
could possibly reduce the number of available satellites below the minimum of four. Alter-
natively, the design could be augmented to include a home-on-jam capability that uses the
ground-facing antenna patches to identify and guide the round toward ground based jam-
ming sites. While this may be desirable from an operational point of view, home-on-jam
does not improve the accuracy of the SSHP with respect to the original target. A third anti-
jam strategy would be to estimate parameters that alter the ballistic trajectory and correct
the stored trajectory accordingly. This thesis investigates the feasibility of such a scheme.
1.4 SSHP Simulator (C-Sim)
The standard simulator framework, known as the C-Sim, was developed by Draper Labo-
ratory to allow both hardware-in-the-loop and software-only testing of homing projectiles
and other GN&C projects. The SSHP implementation of the C-Sim has two distinct parts,
the flight software and the environment simulation, as in Figure 1.1. The environment side
models the dynamic response of the alternator and canard actuators, the aerodynamic
forces, the kinematics of the body in flight and the performance of the GPS/MMIMU. At
each time-step, the environment side of the simulator calculates the forces on, moments
on, position of and velocity of the shell and, using a stochastic model of the instrument
noises, passes measurements to the input portion. The navigator takes the measurements,
calculates a solution and passes that data to the navigation algorithm. The navigation algo-
rithm and the controller module output commands to the canards and alternator modules,
which are sent to the start of another environment cycle. The calibration filter investigated
in this thesis would be integrated into this structure.
The C-Sim structure provides a systematic framework for accessing individual vari-
ables within the flight or the environment code while the simulation is running. The win-
dow-driven framework, all portions of which are written in the programming language C,
consists of browsers through which variables can be viewed and set, plot windows that
will plot variables versus time or each other and three-dimensional visualization of the
round in flight. Additionally, simulation variables can be stored versus time and exported
in a number of formats, including ASCII. A "runtime interpreter" allows temporary alter-
ation of software performance through temporary additions of limited C routines. Finally,
the systematic structure of the simulation framework allows modular development of
flight and environment code. This last feature is key to the implementation of the calibra-
tion filter.
Flight Software
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -c tInput t Na Guidanct i Control utput
GPS
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Figure 1.1: C-Sim Block Diagram
Currently, the most significant drawback of the SSHP simulator is the lack of a suffi-
ciently high-fidelity shell dynamics model. The current model is accurate enough to pro-
duce trajectories that allow functional validation of basic guidance and navigation
algorithms. Performance verification, however, is currently impossible since the calculated
dynamics does not match the true performance of a 5" artillery shell. Since the calibration
filter relies on accurate measurements of position and velocity errors, the inaccurate SSHP
dynamics model used within the C-Sim framework renders meaningful Monte-Carlo test-
ing impossible.
1.5 SSHP Calibration Filter
In an ideal launch environment, the guidance algorithm would place the vehicle on the bal-
listic trajectory that, in the absence of active guidance, would intersect the target. Of
course, in an ideal launch environment active guidance would be unnecessary for the same
reason: the launcher could place the vehicle on the ballistic trajectory and the vehicle
would certainly impact the target. Active guidance is employed to correct launch disper-
sions, environmental disturbances and modeling errors. Given enough time and control
authority, the guidance algorithm will place the round on the ballistic trajectory to the tar-
get even with initial condition errors. Modeling and environmental errors, such as errors in
coefficient of drag and predicted winds, generally will affect the SSHP trajectory over the
course of the entire flight. In effect, these errors move the ballistic trajectory away from
the ideal trajectory used to calculate the stored offset targets. Since the offset targets lead
to the true target, the active guidance algorithm will lead to the true target if the environ-
mental/modeling errors are within the SSHP control envelope and if the guidance algo-
rithm is operational from down determination to impact. If the guidance algorithm was
turned off--as it would be due to loss of accurate navigation data--sometime before impact
in the presence of environmental or modeling errors, these errors would continue to drive
the vehicle away from the ballistic trajectory. Since the guidance algorithm has no capabil-
ity to determine the magnitude of these unmodeled errors and hence has no capability to
correct the offset targets for them, a SSHP round in the presence of GPS jamming and
modeling or environmental errors would, in effect, be an unguided artillery shell on a tra-
jectory that does not intersect the target. That is, the trajectory used to produce the offset
targets is not the path that a round would follow in the presence of aerodynamic, environ-
mental or initial condition dispersions.
One solution to this potential problem is to estimate these errors while the navigator is
receiving GPS updates and correct the intended ballistic path accordingly. This thesis
addresses the first portion of this solution in that a scheme for estimation of the most sig-
nificant of these modeling and environmental errors is developed. An optimal--in the min-
imum variance sense--estimation algorithm, known as a Kalman filter, is employed to
determine the value of these errors. Generally, this algorithm measures the position and
velocity differences between the ballistic trajectory and the actual state of the round and
calculates the combination of launch, modeling and environmental errors that are most
likely to have produced the measured differences.
The Kalman filter was developed in 1960 by R.E. Kalman. This filter is a procedure
that, given a model of the dynamics of the quantities to be estimated, measurements and
second order statistical models of the system and measurement noise, produces an esti-
mate that has the minimum possible variance. It is standard to write the Kalman filter
equations in state-space notation. The Kalman filter begins with a model of the system
dynamics of the form
Xk = k- 1Xk- 1 +BkUk+nk (1.1)
where xk is the state vector of quantities to be estimated, (IDk is the state transition matrix, Bk is
the control influence matrix that defines the influence of deterministic inputs on the sys-
tem, Uk is the control input vector, nk is the uncorrelated Gaussian system noise sequence
with zero mean and covariance matrices Qk and Rk. The Hk matrix is defined such that it
relates Zk to xk and uk through Eqn. (1.2), where vk is the uncorrelated Gaussian measure-
ment noise sequence.
Zk = Hkxk + Sk (1.2)
Estimates are defined to be of the form in Eqns. (1.3) and (1.4), where a "A" denotes an
estimate, (a) indicates an estimate in the given time-step immediately following a mea-
surement and xk denotes the true value at the kth time-step.
xk(a) = xk + Bxk(a) (1.3)
^k(b) = xk + Sxk(b) (1.4)
A recursive estimator is defined to be of the form
xk(a) = Kk'.k(b) + Kkzk
where Kk and Kk' are as yet undefined gain matrices 1. By substituting Eqn. (1.3) and (1.4)
into Eqn. (1.5) and solving for the error after the measurement, an expression for the error
in terms of the gain matrix is obtained as in Eqn. (1.6).
•k(a) = [Kk' + KkHk - I]xk + Kk'ik(b) + Kkvk (1.6)
One of the requirements of the filter is that it remain unbiased regardless of the value
of the estimated quantity. Therefore, the bracketed portion of Eqn. (1.6) must bet set to
zero. This leads to Eqn. (1.7). Substituting this into Eqn. (1.5)--the general form of the
estimator--yields the form of the unbiased optimal estimator, in terms of K, shown in Eqn.
(1.8).
Kk' = I - KkHk (1.7)
xk(a) = 1k(b) + Kk[zk - Hkxk(b) ] (1.8)
At this point all that are left to deal with are the covariance matrix (P) and the Kalman
gain matrix (K). The covariance matrix is defined in Eqn. (1.9).
Pk(a) = E[xk(a)6xk(a)T I (1.9)
By assuming that the measurement noise and the process noise are uncorrelated and
that the forcing noise is white (all terms in a white noise sequence are uncorrelated), sub-
stitution of Eqn. (1.8) into and expansion of Eqn. (1.9) can be written as Eqn. (1.10).
The goal of the Kalman filter is to produce the "minimum variance" estimate from the
available state and measurements. The definition of "minimum variance" is somewhat
arbitrary but involves the linear combination of the terms of P. Though beyond the scope
1. The notation used in the derivation of the Kalman gain equations comes from [5].
(1.5)
of this thesis, it can be shown that the optimal filter gain matrix (K) is independent of this
linear weighting function. This fact allows one to solve Eqn. (1.10) for the K that mini-
mizes Pk(a) by setting the derivative of the right side of Eqn. (1.10) to zero. A check of the
Hessian of the arbitrary linear weighting function will reveal that K does indeed minimize
the variance.
Pk(a) = (I- KkHk)Pk(b)(I - KkHk) + Kk (1.10)
T T -1
Kk = Pk(b)Hk [H,Pk(b)Hk + Rk]
Propagation of an estimate across a time interval (from k-1 to k) is accomplished by
simply multiplying it by the state transition matrix. The covariance matrix is propagated
by pre- and post-multiplication of the state transition matrix and addition of the system
noise covariance matrix to account for the ever-present system noise. [6]
k(b) = Dk - k - (a) (1.12)
Pk(b) = - PkPk I(a)- 1 + k- 1 (1.13)
The implementation of the SSHP calibration filter involved a number of steps neces-
sary to address practical problems. First, it was necessary to identify the quantities that the
calibration filter would estimate. This was accomplished by perturbing as many values as
possible in the SSHP simulator (see section 1.5) and comparing their relative effects on
miss distance. It was then necessary to model the error dynamics for the system, as
described in Chapter 3. Equations of motion were taken from the SSHP dynamics model
used in the C-Sim. These were linearized around a small time interval and around the spe-
cific trajectory to be flown. Chapter 4 shows the results of the covariance analysis that was
performed to ensure that, as designed, the calibration filter would reduce the uncertainty
associated with all of the quantities to be estimated. Finally, a preliminary Kalman filter
design, written in C, is presented in Chapter 5 that could be implemented into a modified
C-Sim. This would require a modified SSHP simulator since the current version does not
represent the dynamics of the physical system with sufficient fidelity. Issues relating to
operational and simulator implementation of this filter are also presented in Chapter 5.
Chapter 2
Sensitivity Analysis
2.1 Introduction
Using typical launch dispersion data and the SSHP simulator described in Chapter 1, the
sensitivity of miss distance to errors in nine environmental and aerodynamic parameters
was analyzed. It was concluded that, in the presence of errors of the magnitude described
by the given data, six of the analyzed parameters caused a significant increase in miss dis-
tance after loss of GPS. The six significant parameters were the starting point for the
design of the calibration filter.
2.2 Method and Results
The C-Sim has a built-in dispersion capability, in which error values can be set for var-
ious parameters in the SSHP dynamics model. These parameters were perturbed by three
standard deviations (see Table 2.1 for typical values) in both the positive and negative
senses. Miss distance was recorded for a series of simulated flights--one group for each
sense of each dispersion--in which active guidance was turned off progressively earlier to
simulate loss of GPS due to jamming. Since the SSHP design allows autopilot stabiliza-
tion--consisting only of the despinning of the forebody--to operate in the absence of GPS
updates, this portion of the guidance was left active in all simulations. The maximum miss
distance from all of the flights--typically five with in-flight loss of GPS, one in a typical
GPS scenario with no loss of signal and one with no active guidance whatsoever--was
used as a metric for determining the parameters to be estimated by the calibration filter.
The miss distance values are plotted versus jamming initiation time in Figures 2.1-2.8.
Based on a an arbitrary SSHP concept goal for a 33 ft. Circular Error Probable, it was
decided that the calibration filter would estimate errors in the parameters shaded in Table
2.1. The identification of these six parameters allowed theoretical design and covariance
analysis of the calibration filter to begin. Simulated flights with multiple errors suggested
that--at least in the simulator environment--the effects of the individual errors simply
summed to produce the composite effect.
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Figure 2.5: Miss Distance as a Result of an Elevation Dispersion in a Simulated GPS Jam-
ming Environment
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Figure 2.6: Miss Distance as the Result of an Azimuth Dispersion in a Simulated GPS
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Figure 2.7: Increased Miss Distance as a Result of an Initial Velocity Magnitude Disper-
sion in a Simulated GPS Jamming Environment
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Figure 2.8: Miss Distance as a Result of a Typical Wind Profile in a Simulated GPS Jam-
ming Environment
r 3
Value of
Perturbation
Justification for
Selection of
Perturbation Value
Maximum Miss
Distance with In-
flight GPS Signal
Loss
Lift Slope (CNa) 6% 3-sigma 26 ft
Coefficient of Con- 3% 3-sigma 20 ft
trol Force (CNa)
Coefficient of Pitch- 12% 3-sigma 20 ft
ing Moment due to
Canard Deflection
(Cm8)
Table 2.1: Unmodeled Dispersions and Resulting Miss Distances
Perturbed
Parameter
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Chapter 3
Model of SSHP Dynamics
3.1 Equations of Motion
The dynamics model used as the basis for the Kalman filter comes from [7]. It is the same
model used in the C-Sim to generate the SSHP dynamics and it can be found in Appendix
C. Where the standard kinematic model has six degrees of freedom--three translational
velocities and three angular velocities--the SSHP model allows independent angular
motion of the forebody and aft-body, as required by the design of the Steering Control
System. This adaptation of the standard 6-DOF model is accomplished by splitting the roll
velocity into forebody and aft-body components, which then requires the longitudinal
moment of inertia, aerodynamic moment about the longitudinal axis and coefficient of
aerodynamic moment about the longitudinal axis to be split into forebody and aft-body
components as well. The equations that describe the roll behavior are exactly the same for
the forebody and the aft-body, only separated from one another. In all other respects, the 7-
DOF SSHP model is the same as the standard 6-DOF kinematic model.
Aerodynamic forces and moments are described in the standard manner, in terms of
dynamic pressure, reference area and reference diameter. Coefficients of aerodynamic
force and moment are calculated by summing the contribution to each by the SSHP body
and the deflected control surfaces.
3.2 Coordinate Frames and Coordinate Transformations
Five SSHP-related coordinate frames were necessary for the analysis and design of the
calibration filter and are listed in Table 3.1.
Name Abbr. Description Origin Orientation
inertial i assumed to be static wrt center of no particular orientation
the universe earth
ECEF--earth cen- e fixed to and rotates with center of x-y plane is equatorial
tered, earth fixed earth earth plane, x-axis extends
through prime meridian, z-
axis through north pole
LL-NED--local In used with GPS error data center of x-y plane parallel to local
level, north-east- and wind model data mass of geodetic horizontal, x-axis
down SSHP points toward north pole, y-
axis due east, z-axis paral-
lel to local geodetic verti-
cal, pointing toward center
of earth
LL-ENU--local le rotated LL-NED, GPS center of x-axis pointing east, y-axis
level, east-north-up velocity measurements mass of pointing north, z-axis paral-
expressed in this frame. SSHP lel to local geodetic verti-
cal, pointing away from
center of earth
forebody--forebody fb geometric reference of the center of x-axis aligned with longitu-
center of mass despun front portion of mass of dinal axis, y-z plane paral-
SSHP SSHP lel with fore-aft interface
surface, y-axis aligned with
the canard rotation axis
aeroballistic a frame of reference in center of x-axis aligned with longitu-
which equations of motion mass of dinal axis, y-axis extends
are defined SSHP out the starboard side of the
vehicle parallel to the geo-
detic horizon and the z-axis
completes the right-hand
system
Table 3.1: Coordinate Frame Names and Descriptions
The inertial frame is rotated from the ECEF frame by the angular velocity of the earth. The
position and velocity errors were calculated in the ECEF frame in the simulator imple-
mentation of the calibration filter since the SSHP navigator operates in the ECEF frame,
standard GPS position measurements are available in ECEF and targets are usually
described in ECEF. LL-NED allows separation of vertical components from the horizontal
components of vectors and was used with the wind and GPS error models. GPS velocity
measurements taken by the SSHP are expressed in the LL-NED frame. Though general-
ized aerodynamic force and moment equations are defined with respect to the body frame,
the assumption that the SSHP is axisymmetric (see section 3.3) allows the calculation of
the aerodynamic forces and moments in the aeroballistic rather than the forebody frame.
Therefore, the forebody frame is used only in determine the roll angle of the SCS.
Where the conversion was not intuitively obvious, as with LL-NED to LL-ENU, trans-
formation of a vector from one coordinate frame to another required the direction cosine
matrix between the two frames. The notation CxY was used to denote the direction coordi-
nate transformation matrix between frame x and frame y. In all cases CxY=(Cyx),
det(CxY)=l and the rows and columns of a direction cosine matrix are orthogonal to the
other rows and columns, respectively, of the same matrix.
3.3 Simplifying Assumptions
In order to make the equations of motion linear in the estimated parameters, a number
of assumptions were made. It was assumed that:
1. all terms of order two and higher--those involving two or more errors--are insignifi-
cant ((6x) (Sy)-0).
2. the wind velocity is small compared to the true airspeed.
3. the SSHP is axisymmetric about the longitudinal axis.
4. the difference in orientation (p,0,W) between the nominal trajectory and the actual
trajectory will be negligible.
Assumption (2) allows the dynamic pressure on the shell to be treated as a constant
when computing the acceleration on the round due to the wind. The down-track and cross-
track wind, then, act to modify the angle of attack and the sideslip angle respectively,
without affecting the magnitude of the dynamic pressure. Problems arising from the rota-
tion of the forebody with respect to the aft-body are overcome by assumption (3). Addi-
tionally, assumption (3) allows the calculation of body velocities in the aeroballistic frame
(which does not rotate with the forebody) instead of the forebody frame (which does rotate
with respect to the aft-body). This is a valid assumption since the canards are small.
Assumptions (1), (2) and (4) allow data to be tabulated beforehand, stored in the filter and
used before the navigation routine produces valid position, velocity and orientation data.
3.4 Error Dynamics
The error dynamics model was developed to describe the relationship between the
measured quantities and the estimated quantities as well as to describe the manner in
which both sets of quantities would change over time. Since the errors in aerodynamic
coefficients were assumed to be constant, the error in coefficient of drag (6 Ca), error in
coefficient of pitching moment (8Cma) and the error in initial velocity (8vo) were modeled
as constants with time. The downtrack and crosstrack wind components (Wd and W,
respectively) were modeled as first-order, Gauss-Markov processes. This model assumes
that the variable to be estimated is the output of a first-order, linear, low-pass filter that is
excited by white noise. Such a filter is characterized by an autocorrelation function of the
form shown in Eqn. 3.1, where 1/t is the correlation distance. Since this model is spatial--
it deals with a correlation distance rather than a correlation time--and the filter calculates
estimates in time, the correlation distance in the model must be converted to a correlation
time that can be used in the error dynamics model.
xx(Ax) = '2e-IAxI (3.1)
Correlation distance data from a NASA wind model [8] was used in the above frame-
work. The procedure necessary to use the NASA wind model, expressed as vertical and
horizontal correlation distances, in this time-based filter began with the average correla-
tion distance taken from the model, which parameterizes both standard deviation and cor-
relation distance versus altitude. Once the correlation distances were known from these
averages, the correlation times in the horizontal and vertical directions were found by
dividing by the instantaneous velocity. To get a single, aggregate correlation time from
these two independent correlation times, the two autocorrelation functions were simply
multiplied which, as seen in Eqns. 3.2-3.3, lead to simply adding the two inverse-correla-
tion-times. This correlation time is then used in the model of the wind error dynamics, as
shown in Eqns. 3.4-3.5.
- Atl
A v2 v-
tt(t)V = 2 e (3.2)
tt,(At) = ,tt(At) , t(At)h = ( e  (3.3)
dW
= tt(At)Wc (3.5)
Once the dynamics of the parameters identified in the sensitivity analysis were estab-
lished, it was necessary to determine the relationship between the measurements--delta-
position measurements with respect to the stored ballistic trajectory--and the wind veloc-
ity and static parameters. The first step in this process was to determine the effect of Wd
and Wc on position and velocity. Using the approximation (2) above, the equations that
describe the effects of wind on the shell were linearized by first finding the added angles
of sideslip and attack due to the wind in terms of the ground-reference and the wind veloc-
ities. Figure 3.1 shows the calculation of sideslip angle error (83) and angle of attack error
(&a) in terms of the ground-relative velocity, pitch angle, Wd and W c.
W 0
VWR
VGR VGR
Wd
80 = sin(6) = c  W c  VGR _ Wd
VWR VGR sin(6a) sin(0)
Wdsin(0)86a sin(8a) 
-
VGR
Figure 3.1: Influence of wind on angles of attack and sideslip
The relationship of the static parameters to the measured quantities was determined by
taking succesive partial derivatives of the body-frame velocity equation after substitution
of 6P and &o in terms of Wd and W c, as in Eqns 3.6-3.10, to obtain perturbation coeffi-
cients relating the estimated parameters to the body velocity.
si = v(8r) + (8v)r-w(8q)-(6w)q---(68Ca) - VGR Ca8u (3.6)
m m
9 = -u(ar)- (8u)r- zaWC VGRCz6v (3.7)
mVGR m
PdSsin(O)Cza P VGRDw = u(aq) + (8u)q- Wd -PVGRzaw (3.8)
MVGR V
F 2
PdSD(Cma) + (IxxPF + IxxPB)(Sq) PdSD2 PdSD W
i I + Cmq (r)-- Cma (3.10)
YY YY YY GR
From Eqns. 3.6-3.10, it was apparent that the five indicated quantities (u,v,w,q,r), as
well as three position errors, had to be added to the first-order error dynamics model. To
simplify the structure of the error dynamics matrix and the calculation of the GPS update,
it was desirable to express all positions and velocities in the ECEF frame. This was
accomplished simply by rotating the expressions in Eqns. 3.6-3.10 by Cae as described in
section 3.2. Similarly, initial velocity magnitude error, gun elevation error and gun azi-
muth error were expressed as a three-component ECEF initial velocity error to keep the
error dynamics linear. If V0, 0 and 00 had been used instead, the position and velocity
terms would have depended on the sine and cosine of these terms instead of a linear com-
bination of the ECEF terms.
Finally, the influence of the control inputs on the position and velocity was determined
in a manner similar to the development of the error dynamics. The partial derivatives of
aeroballistic velocity, pitch rate and yaw rate with respect to the control inputs are shown
in Eqns. 3.11-3.16, where d is the canard deflection in radians and OF is the forebody roll
orientation.
PdSCz89 = d (3.11)
8 - m dy (3.12)
= PSCz 8  (3.13)m z
PdSCm8
8 = m dr  (3.14)
dy = dcos(OF) (3.15)
dz = dsin(OF) (3.16)
3.5 Error Dynamics Vector Differential Equation
Rewriting the error dynamics model in matrix notation produces the vector differential
equation describing the error dynamics, which has the form shown in Eqns. 3.17-3.28,
where F is the error dynamics matrix, B is the control influence matrix, x is the state vector
and U is the control input vector.
x = Fx+BU
[i= e 2 e3 l 8e 2 8e 3
F1 0
F2 F3
F= 0 0
0 F4
0 F5
0100100
0010010
0001001
F2 = [0 G 0]
e0 r -q
G = Ca -r 0 0 Ca
Lq 0 0
-e Call PdS
Callv-Cal2u 
mVGR
e e -Ca2 PdS
Ca21V-a22U mVGR
-C,,,
a-C31 dS
Ca31av-C32u 
mVGR
-Cal 3PdSCzasin(0)
0 mVGR
-Ca 2 3 dS Czasin(O)
0 mVGR
-Ca3 3 dSCza sin(0)
m VGR
~0el voe2 voe 2 8q 8r Ca Cma Wd W 1 T
(3.17)
(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)
F 3 =
e e
-Callw + Cal3U
e e
-Ca21 + a23U
-e e
-ca31 w + a33U
e
-Cal2 dSCza
mVGR
-Ca22PdSCza
mVGR
-Ca23 dSCzc
mVGR
(3.23)
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(3.28)
These equations were used as the basis for the design of a Kalman filter to estimate coeffi-
cient of drag error, coefficient of moment error and initial velocity error. It also models the
process noise due to both the downtrack and crosstrack wind components.
F 4 =
0
PdSD
IyyVGR C ma
0
0
(3.24)
(3.25)
(3.26)
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Chapter 4
Covariance Analysis
4.1 Introduction
Prior to designing the Kalman filter to estimate the parameters identified in the sensitivity
analysis, a covariance analysis was performed to ensure that all of the quantities to be esti-
mated are physically observable and that the filter would be effective in reducing the
uncertainty in these values. Before this was possible, however, a number of design issues
relating to the Kalman filter, beyond those required for the dynamics model derivation and
sensitivity analysis, remained unresolved. Specifically, the structure of and value of the
initial covariance matrix (P0), the value of the measurement noise covariance matrix (R)
and the value of the process noise covariance matrix (Q) were required to perform the
covariance analysis. Once these values were determined, the covariance matrix was calcu-
lated versus time over the course of a simulated SSHP flight using MATLABTM . The
results of this analysis showed that the filter would indeed be effective in reducing the
uncertainty, as measured by the standard deviation, of the quantities identified in the sensi-
tivity analysis as well as in reducing the overall position and velocity uncertainty of the
SSHP round after loss of the GPS signal.
4.2 Initial Covariance
The initial covariance matrix is a measure of the uncertainty relating to the estimated
parameters at the initiation of Kalman filter estimation. In general, a covariance matrix
(regardless of the time index it is associated with) has the form
11 012 13
p 1 22 2 (4.1)
21 22 23
031 032 0533
where ,xx2 is the variance of the xth term in the estimation state vector and Cxy2 is the
covariance between the xth and yth terms of the estimation vector. As the diagonal terms of
the covariance matrix increase, the certainty--or confidence--with which the estimated
parameter is known decreases. Conversely, a decreasing value on the diagonal of the cova-
riance matrix indicates increasing confidence in the estimate provided by the filter.
Though practical engineering deals with few if any certainties, a zero value for any diago-
nal term would indicate that the estimated quantity is, with probability 1, the true value.
The standard deviation of the estimation errors is simply the square root of the diagonal
terms. The variances or standard deviations can be used as performance metrics for the fil-
ter, since the degree to which the filter decreases the variances of the individual estimates
is a measure of the additional knowledge provided by the filter. Of course, the accuracy of
these error characterizations is affected by the quality of the dynamics model and assump-
tions around which the Kalman filter was built.
The off-diagonal terms indicate the degree of correlation between the corresponding
terms in the estimation vector. A relatively small off-diagonal term indicates weak correla-
tion between the associated terms and, conversely, a relatively large value indicates strong
correlation. Covariance matrices are symmetric since two quantities cannot be correlated
to one degree in one direction but in to some greater or lesser degree in another. In com-
plex systems, these covariance values can be useful when attempting to determine which
estimated quantities drive the error dynamics.
The development of P0 was relatively straightforward since the majority of the esti-
mates can be assumed to be uncorrelated without a significant degradation of filter perfor-
mance. Initial standard deviations for each of the quantities necessary for the initial
covariance calculation are listed in Table 4.1.
Standard Deviation
Vertical Position 27.4 ft
Horizontal Position 21.8 ft
Vertical Velocity 0.2 ft/sec
Horizontal Velocity 0.2 ft/sec
Magnitude of Initial Velocity 10 ft/sec
Gun Elevation (00) 0.5 deg
Gun Azimuth (lo) 0.5 deg
Pitch Rate (q) 10 deg/sec
Yaw Rate (r) 10 deg/sec
Coefficient of Drag (Ca) .0039
Coefficient of Pitching Moment (Cma) .03
Downtrack Wind (Wd) 1.5 ft/sec
Crosstrack Wind (We) 1.5 ft/sec
Table 4.1: Initial Standard Deviations
Initial standard deviations for position and velocity were taken from the GPS PPS
error model [9] under the assumption that PPS measurements would be available prior to
launch. Error statistics for initial velocity magnitude, gun elevation, gun azimuth, coeffi-
cient of drag and coefficient of pitching moment were taken from Naval Surface Fire Sup-
port data. Wind model statistics were taken from a NASA turbulence model since steady-
state winds will likely be modeled to some degree in the calculation of the firing solution.
The standard deviation values for pitch and yaw are reasonably pessimistic engineering
estimates given the proposed SSHP launch environment. The initial standard deviations
were set with some difference between the pitch and yaw rate errors so that this behavior
would be present in the analysis.
Rotations are necessary to convert the GPS error data, which are in the local level (LL)
reference frame, to the ECEF frame, in which the estimation vector is expressed. This is
accomplished by first squaring the individual standard deviations to obtain the variances,
constructing a 3x3 diagonal covariance matrix and then rotating the 3x3 diagonal covari-
ances matrices from the LL frame to the ECEF frame as in Eqn. 4.2. This rotation yields
off-diagonal terms in P0, which indicate a correlation between individual terms of the
position and velocity error vectors. This is to be expected since the initial ECEF position
and velocity errors are each linear combinations of three common terms (the LL position
and velocity terms, respectively). The two blocks representing position and velocity vari-
ances are assembled in the proper order to form the block diagonal P0. No off-diagonal
terms appear outside the position and velocity blocks, which correctly indicates that there
is no correlation between errors other than that imparted by coordinate frame transforma-
tion.
Po = C/P 0 Ce (4.2)
-cos(longitude) sin(latitude) 
-sin(longitude) cos(longitude)cos (latitude)
CI = -sin(longitude)sin(latitude) cos(longitude) 
-sin(longitude)cos (latitude) (4.3)
cos(latitude) 0 sin(latitude) j
4.3 Measurement and Process Noise Covariances
As described in Chapter 1, the Kalman filter uses the second order statistics of the mea-
surement and physical processes to form the minimum variance estimate of the state vec-
tor. As with the error vector itself, the second order statistics are expressed as a covariance
matrix. The measurement covariance matrix is known as R and the physical noise matrix
is Q. The measurement covariance matrix consists of the variances of the individual mea-
surements on the main diagonal and covariance terms--indicating levels of relative corre-
lation--in all other positions. A similar matrix is used to describe the statistics of the
physical noise present in the system.
In this design, the measurements used by the Kalman filter are position and velocity
differences between the GPS measured values and the stored ballistic trajectory data for an
ideal SSHP round. Computation of the error statistics--and therefore R--then involves both
the characteristics of the GPS measurements and the accuracy of the tool used to calculate
the ballistic trajectory. At the time of writing, the most accurate and complete tool for cal-
culating the trajectory of this specific shell in the absence of active guidance (i.e. the bal-
listic trajectory) is the SSHP simulator itself, as described in Chapter 1. Even if this tool
modeled the flight dynamics with sufficient fidelity to allow Monte-Carlo testing of the
calibration filter, the lack of flight-test data with which to compare the results of a trajec-
tory calculation makes characterization of the tool as a source of measurement error a the-
oretical exercise of doubtful value. For the purposes of calculating R in this analysis, then,
measurement errors due to inaccuracies in the ideal trajectory were neglected.
If the error contributions of the trajectory calculation tool are ignored, then R simply
represents the statistics of the GPS measurements. The position standard deviation is taken
from Parkinson [ 11] and the velocity statistics are taken from Kaplan [12]. GPS velocity
measurements have errors that can be approximated by spatially isotropic, time-invariant
white noise with a standard deviation of 0.2 ft/sec. The errors associated with GPS PPS
position measurements can likewise be approximated by white noise, though these errors
are spatially anisotropic. Since geometric dilution of precision is more pronounced in the
vertical direction, vertical position measurement errors exhibit a 27.4 ft standard devia-
tion, where the horizontal standard deviation is only 21.7 ft. The position error statistics
can be expressed in the LL-NED frame by assigning the north and east directions the hor-
izontal variance and the vertical variance to the down direction. This procedure results in a
diagonal measurement covariance matrix expressed in the LL-NED coordinate frame,
shown in Eqn 4.4. Since the measurements and the states are defined in the ECEF frame,
this interim portion of the R matrix must be rotated by the coordinate transformation
matrix from the LL-NED frame to the ECEF frame as in Eqn. 4.5. Once rotated, RE forms
the upper-left portion of the R matrix and contains the statistics (variances and covari-
ances) of the position measurements in the ECEF frame. Since the velocity statistics are
spatially isotropic, the lower-right portion of the R matrix is a diagonal matrix with 0.04
(ft/sec)2 in each diagonal position. Since the velocity errors are uncorrelated, the three-by-
three upper-right and lower-left portions of R are filled with zeros, as in Eqn. 4.6.
21.7 0 0
R =0 21.7 0 (4.4)
0 0 27.4
R e 0
R =4 0 (4.6)
0 0.0413x3
The most significant physical noise affecting an artillery shell is wind. In this investi-
gation, wind noise was modeled as a first-order Gauss-Markov process; that is, wind was
modeled as white noise that had passed through a first-order, low-pass filter. The correla-
tion from the first-order filter was accounted for by the diagonal terms in F, and the white
noise that forces the Gauss-Markov model is the process noise in this system. The NASA
turbulence model presents the standard deviation of wind turbulence velocity as a function
of altitude. The standard deviation of wind velocity was calculated by averaging the stan-
dard deviation values over the appropriate altitudes and placed in the appropriate diagonal
term of Q. Since the vertical wind is assumed to be uncorrelated with the horizontal wind
and, together, the two of them are assumed to be the only process noise present in the sys-
tem, Q is a fifteen-by-fifteen matrix of zeros with the calculated variances of wind velocity
as the last two terms on the main diagonal.
4.4 MATLABTM Implementation
The covariance analysis calculations were performed using MATLABTM technical soft-
ware on data produced by a modified version of a small simulator originally written by
Brent Appleby and Marc McConley at Draper Laboratory to calculate ballistic projectiles
for guided projectiles. The resulting data show that, for the nominal trajectory used,
knowledge of the estimated parameters improves as GPS measurements are incorporated.
Beyond the development of the dynamics and error models, the first task to be per-
formed in this linearized covariance analysis is production of the nominal position, veloc-
ity and orientation data. A similar task is necessary to calculate various parameters needed
by the SSHP onboard guidance routine, so the trajectory simulator developed for the guid-
ance calculations was adapted for use here. Appleby and McConley's simulator employs a
fourth order Runge-Kutta integration algorithm to integrate the 6-DOF SSHP equations of
motion. This differs slightly from the 7-DOF model presented in Appendix C in that the
forebody roll-rate is assumed to be zero throughout the flight. Given that the forebody has
a small moment of inertia and is de-spun for the majority of the flight, the assumption that
this difference is negligible is valid. Additionally, Appleby and McConley neglected the
stabilizing control and guidance inputs of the autopilot. Deterministic inputs, however, are
not part of the covariance calculation in a Kalman filter and are therefore not necessary for
the covariance analysis.
A switch was added to their simulator (called sim.c) which allows the user to output
only the data necessary for the covariance analysis in two ASCII files. One file contained
time-varying quantities sampled at 300 Hz with the corresponding time values and the
other contained constant parameters such as mass, aerodynamic reference area, etc. The
MATLABTM script loadcov.m converted the data file into time profiles of the desired
quantities and imports the constant coefficients from the coefficient file. The quantities
necessary for the covariance analysis are listed with the portion of the analysis for which
each is required in Table 4.2.
Use in CovarianceQuantity ModelUnits Format
time from launch independent variable in s profile
time profiles
ECEF position GPS error model ft profile vs. time
(p_fb_e_e)
aeroballistic velocity dynamics model ft/s profile vs. time
(vjfbe_a)
pitch angle (0) coordinate transforma- rad profile vs. time
tion matrix, LL-NED to
aeroballistic (CIna)
yaw angle (Xy) coordinate transforma- rad profile vs. time
tion matrix, LL-NED to
aeroballistic (Clna)
aft-body roll rate(pB) dynamics model rad/s profile vs. time
angle of attack (a) dynamics model rad profile vs. time
sideslip angle (3) dynamics model rad profile vs. time
dynamic pressure (Pd) dynamics model lbf/ft2  profile vs. time
lateral coefficient of drag (Cz) dynamics model dimensionless profile vs. time
latitude coordinate transforma- rad profile vs. time
tion matrix, ECEF to
LL-NED (C]e)
longitude coordinate transforma- rad profile vs. time
tion matrix, ECEF to
LL-NED (Ce1)
mass (m) dynamics model slug constant
aerodynamic reference area dynamics model ft2  constant
(S)
aerodynamic moment refer- dynamics model ft constant
ence diameter (D)
longitudinal moment of iner- dynamics model slug-ft 2  constant
tia (Ixx)
lateral moment of inertia (Iyy) dynamics model slug-ft2  constant
initial muzzle velocity (Vo) initial covariance ft/s constant
matrix (Po)
calculation time-step (dt) state transition matrix s
(4~)
Table 4.2: Covariance Analysis Input Data
constant
Use in CovarianceQuantity Model Units Format
earth flattening parameter coordinate transforma- dimensionless constant
tion matrix, ECEF to
inertial (Cei)
gun (launch) elevation (0o) initial covariance rad constant
matrix (Pg)
gun (launch) azimuth (Wo) initial covariance rad constant
matrix (P0)
angular velocity of Earth wrt coordinate transforma- rad/s constant
inertial space (wOei) tion matrix, ECEF to
inertial (CE')
Table 4.2: Covariance Analysis Input Data
Once the data has been imported and a few other necessary constants--including the
wind model parameters--had been set, the script makePo.m formed the initial covariance
matrix using the algorithm and input data described in section 4.2 above.
Once these initial calculations were complete, the covariance matrix was calculated at
each sampling time in the data profiles. This was accomplished by first calculating the
dynamics matrix (F) as described in chapter 3. The wind statistics matrix was calculated
using the process described in section 4.3.
The state transition matrix (D) was then linearized about the time interval by assuming
constant equations of motion across the time interval and applying the Pade numerical
approximation to the matrix exponential as shown in Eqn. 4.7. Using D, Q and R, the
covariance matrix was propagated across each time interval and across each 1 Hz GPS
measurement using the Kalman filter equations, as shown in Eqns. 4.8-4.10, respectively.
Here, P(b) represents the covariance matrix before the current measurement and P(a) the
same matrix after the current measurement and k is the time index. Since the data was
sampled at 300 Hz, the covariance matrix was propagated across 299 time intervals before
being updated. This has the effect of integrating the equations of motion across a time
interval (1 s) over which these equations can be considered neither linear nor time-invari-
ant.
D= eFdt (4.7)
Pk(b) = k - IPk - (a) - 1 + Q (4.8)
Kk = P(b)Hk [HkPk(b)Hk + Rk ]- (4.9)
Pk(a) = [I- KkHk]Pk(b) (4.10)
4.5 Results and Conclusions
Finally, the standard deviations of each of the estimates, calculated as the square-root
of the diagonal terms of the covariance matrix at each time step, were calculated. While
holding the GPS jamming scenario constant (on at 10 sec. off at 25 sec.), the covariance
analysis was performed for nine different trajectories. These trajectories were generated
by varying gun elevation over between 20 and 60 degrees and holding all other initial con-
ditions constant. All nine sets of data exhibited the same trends and Figures 4.1-4.9, the
results of a trajectory calculated from a 25 degree elevation angle (shaded in Table 4.3),
which was chosen as representative of the entire set of trajectories. The terminal values of
position and velocity standard deviation are shown in Table 4.3 for the nine trajectories.
Terminal TerminalTerminal Terminal
Position VelocityPosition VelocityGun Elevation Flight Time Standard Standard Standard StandardStandard Standard
Angle (deg) (sec) Deviation DeviationDeviation with Deviation with
without Updates without
without Updatess (ft/s) without Updates (ft/s)(ft) Updates (ft/s)
60 93 1325 75 14 5.5
55 88 1275 60 13 5.0
50 82 1100 57 11 4.9
45 75 1025 54 9.8 4.7
40 69 900 52 9.0 4.4
35 60 800 50 7.8 4.1
30 55 725 48 7.5 4.0
20 40 540 40 6.5 3.2
Table 4.3: Terminal Position and Velocity Standard Deviations for Various
Trajectories
The trend toward smaller standard deviations with smaller elevation angles is a result
of shorter flight-times with lower elevations. Since the GPS jamming times are fixed with
respect to the launch time, lower trajectories allow less time for errors to grow after the
onset of GPS jamming. Regardless of the length of flight, however, all trajectories show a
significant improvement in position and velocity knowledge after GPS updates.
This analysis was expected to show the trend in covariance over time as a measure of
filter performance but were not expected to match the output of the actual filter since the
input data for the covariance data had no control inputs (no canard deflection). With small
deterministic control inputs the trend of decreasing variance should not change but the
exact value of variance over time--especially for those quantities, like pitch rate error, that
depend on angle of attack or angle of sideslip--may not exactly match the values obtained
in the MATLABTM covariance analysis.
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Figure 4.1: Position standard deviation versus time. GPS on at 10 sec. and off at 25 sec.
for Partial GPS.
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Figure 4.2: Velocity standard deviation versus time, GPS on at 10 sec. and off at 25 sec.
for partial GPS.
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Figure 4.3: Initial Velocity Standard Deviation with GPS on at 10 sec. and off at 25 sec.
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Figure 4.4: Pitch Rate Standard Deviation Without GPS Updates
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Figure 4.5: Yaw Rate Standard Deviation Without GPS Updates
The decay due to damping in the pitch rate and yaw rate uncertainties is so significant
that the effect of GPS updates on these parameters, in the absence of control inputs, is neg-
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ligible. Therefore, pitch rate and yaw rate error behavior in the presence of GPS updates
are not shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
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Figure 4.6: Coefficient of Drag Standard Deviation with GPS on at 10 sec. and off at 25
seconds
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Figure 4.7: Coefficient of Pitching Moment Standard Deviation with GPS on at 10 sec.
and off at 25 sec.
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As Figure 4.7 shows, the knowledge of Cm( is improved only marginally by GPS
updates. Since the uncertainty in the pitch and yaw rates quickly decays and the error in
Cma affects only the error in pitch and yaw rates, updates do little to improve the knowl-
edge of the angular rates and Cmx.
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Figure 4.8: Downtrack Wind Standard Deviation. Partial GPS indicates that GPS came on
at 10 sec. and went off at 25 sec.
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Figure 4.9: Crosstrack Wind Standard Deviation. Partial GPS indicates that GPS came on
at 10 sec. and went off at 25 sec.
The true indicators of the potential performance of the filter, however, is Figure 4.10,
in which the standard deviation of position is shown as a function of the beginning of sim-
ulated jamming, under the assumption that once jamming begins it will persist through
impact. These figures indicate that position knowledge can theoretically be improved by
orders of magnitude through estimation of unmodeled dispersions.
250
200
S150
100
0
0 5 10 15 20 25
time since loss of GPS (sec)
Figure 4.10: Improvement in Position Standard Deviation Versus Simulated GPS Jam-
ming Start Time, Assuming Continuous Jamming Through Impact
Figure 4.10 shows that a a Kalman filter built around the dynamics model presented in
Chapter 3 with the previously stated assumptions has the potential to reduce both the mag-
nitude and the growth rate of position uncertainty in the SSHP.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Areas for Further Study
5.1 Conclusions
The covariance analysis of the calibration filter indicates that position and velocity knowl-
edge can theoretically be significantly improved by the addition of a calibration filter to an
SSHP-type projectile. The greatest improvements are seen in the standard deviations of
initial velocity and coefficient of drag, which, under the conditions described in chapter 4,
show 96% and 91% decreases, respectively. However, the calibration filter could improve
the standard deviation of coefficient of pitching moment by less than 1%. Since wind is
modeled as a first-order Gauss-Markov process with a time constant that is short relative
to the length of the flight or the length of a typical GPS outage, successful estimation of
winds aloft is impossible. The practical inability to estimate winds aloft and coefficient of
pitching moment does not, however, suggest that the calibration filter is not a worthwhile
addition to the GN&C software of projectiles such as the SSHP. Position error is the final
and most meaningful performance metric, and the calibration filter promises an order of
magnitude improvement in position error performance.
5.2 C-Sim Filter Implementation
Though the C-Sim is not, at the time of this writing, capable of producing meaningful
Monte-Carlo test results for the simulation version of the calibration filter, a preliminary
version was developed as shown in Appendix D. This preliminary version runs at 300 Hz
and is another independent program block in the C-Sim (Figure 1.1) that runs immediately
after the navigation routine.
The calibration filter first decides whether the navigation routine is producing a valid
position, velocity and attitude solution. Based on this decision, input data are retrieved
either from the stored ballistic profiles or from the input variables. From these nominal
values, regardless of their origin, transformation matrices, position and velocity in various
coordinate frames and additional local values--such as ground speed and angle of attack--
are computed. These values are used to calculate the F and B matrices as described in
Chapter 3. The F matrix is then used to form the state-transition matrix (0) using a six-
iteration Pade approximation with scaling --the same matrix exponential algorithm used in
MATLABTM 5.1. B and cD are used to propagate the state vector, x, and the covariance
matrix, P, across the 300 Hz time-interval.
When the GPS receiver emulation routine issues the (simulated) interrupt indicating
that a position-velocity-time (PVT) solution is available, the calibration filter calculates
the gain (K) matrix and retrieves, by interpolation, the expected ballistic trajectory from
the stored table. The measurement, z, is formed by subtracting the measured position and
velocities from the ideally ballistic values from the tables. The calibration filter incorpo-
rates the new measurement according to the Kalman Filter equations from Chapter 1 and
outputs the current estimates to the appropriate output variables. Finally, the Joseph form
of the covariance update relationship [13], as seen in Eqn 1.11, was used to update P after
a measurement. Currently there is no module in place that uses these estimates in a post-
jam correction.
5.3 Unresolved C-Sim Implementation Issues
Obviously, the most serious barrier to implementation of the calibration filter within the C-
Sim framework is the lack of a dynamics module that models the environment with suffi-
cient fidelity. The inaccurate dynamics module produces errors that, over time, do not
behave as modeled in the calibration filter and, therefore, do not drive the estimations cor-
rectly.
Additionally, the calibration filter does not take advantage of some of the features pro-
vided by the C-Sim. Most significantly, matrices are defined and manipulated as two-
dimensional arrays despite the fact that an inherent matrix capability exists within the sim-
ulator itself. The code additionally has not been optimized for computational efficiency
and therefore runs particularly slowly. This could be corrected by trimming many of the
matrix multiplications to their constituent parts and taking advantage of some of the inher-
ent structure of the matrices. The computation of the (D matrix, from a matrix which has
almost all zeros below the main diagonal as well as some rows and columns of zeros, is an
obvious candidate for optimization. Additionally, the Joseph form of the covariance
update, while more numerically stable than the standard Kalman covariance update rela-
tionship, still leaves open the possibility that a poorly scaled matrix will be updated in
such a way that one of the diagonal terms--the variance associated with one of the states--
will become negative. This condition, which is catastrophic for the filter, can be com-
pletely avoided with the use of a UDUT decomposition within the covariance update rela-
tionship. Since this study was concerned mainly with the potential performance of such a
filter and not the software engineering issues involved in its implementation, these issues
were largely neglected.
Technically the estimations are only valid if calculated in the inertial frame since the
ECEF frame neglects the rotation of the earth. This error is small as compared to the other
errors, however, and a correction, if necessary, would be relatively simple to implement.
Finally, while GPS measurements have been shown to provide dramatic increases in
position and velocity error performance the use of the inertial sensors was not investi-
gated. Since wind and 6Cma both affect 8 q and 8r, pitch rate and yaw rate measurements
from the inertial instruments could further improve the estimates of these quantities. The
current value of this additional measurement is unknown, however, given the relative
instability of modern micromechanical instruments and the fact that these measurements
would not be available until after sensor desaturation. Projected improvements in micro-
mechanical inertial instrument performance will, however, improve the prospects for using
pitch and yaw rate measurements in the calibration filter.
5.4 Operational Areas for Further Study
Beyond the scope of an implementation of the calibration filter within the framework of a
simulator with unlimited memory and no run-time constraints, a number of issues remain
unresolved if a version of the calibration filter is to be fielded in a flight-test deliverable.
The computation and memory considerations have already been addressed. One other seri-
ous issue is the wind model. Currently, wind is modeled as a first-order Gauss-Markov
process with a relatively short correlation time that has the effect of adding a nearly con-
stant noise component to the filter noise calculations. In fact, it may be that winds aloft are
far more predictable than this or that at least there are models that fit a given set of meteo-
rological conditions more closely than the one examined here. The Gauss-Markov model
serves as a general model of unexpected winds, but the filter performance could perhaps
be greatly improved if a condition-specific model or set of models were developed that
more accurately modeled the range of wind conditions that could be encountered. These
models, one of which would be selected immediately prior to flight, are well beyond the
scope of this thesis.
Appendix A
List of Symbols and Abbreviations
List of Symbols
Xk..........................state vector at time increment k
zk .................... measurement vector at time increment k
Bk ..................... control influence matrix at time increment k
Uk.........................control vector at time k
u........................aeroballistic x-axis velocity, oriented along the longitudinal axis of the
body
v............................aeroballistic x-axis velocity, oriented along the longitudinal axis of the
body
w......................aeroballistic x-axis velocity, oriented along the longitudinal axis of the
body
Hk.........................measurement matrix, defining the relationship between the measure-
ments and the states at time increment k
I........................ identity matrix
Kk............... Kalman gain matrix at time increment k
Pk ......................... covariance matrix at time increment k
E[m] ..................... expected value of expression m
Qk......................... process noise contribution over the time interval previous to increment
k
Rk.........................measurement noise contribution for the update occurring at time incre-
ment k
k ......................... state transition matrix at time increment k
........................... yaw angle (first rotation in a 3-2-1 Euler sequence)
0 ...................... pitch angle (second rotation in a 3-2-1 Euler sequence)
p ....................... roll angle (third rotation in a 3-2-1 Euler sequence)
T............................time constant in a Gauss Markov sequence
c ....................... angle of attack
3 ........................... sideslip angle
8m ..................... error in m
T ........................... standard deviation
S ....................... aerodynamic reference area
D.......................aerodynamic reference diameter
nk ......................... process noise at time increment k
Sk ............ .............measurement noise at time increment k
M......................dynamic pressure
Cm ...................... coefficient of pitching moment due to angle of attack
Ca ..... .................... coefficient of drag
Cmq .................. coefficient of pitch damping
Cm8 ................... coefficient of moment due to canard deflection
Cz ......................... coefficient of lateral drag
Cz ........................ coefficient of lateral drag due to canard deflection
q ........................ pitch rate
r ........................ y.... aw rate
Wd ........................ downtrack wind component
We .................... crosstrack wind component
m ....................... vehicle mass
List of Abbreviations
ASCII .................. American Standard Code for Information Interchange
ASIC ................. Application Specific Integrated Circuit
CMATD............Competent Munitions Advanced Technology Demonstration
DOF ..................... Degree of Freedom
ECEF ................ Earth-Centered, Earth-Fixed
ERGM ................. Extended Range Guided Munition
GN&C .............. Guidance, Navigation and Control
GPS ................... Global Positioning System
LL-ENU ........... Local Level, East Nroth Up coordinate frame (see Chapter 1 for defini-
tion)
LL-NED ........... Local Level, North East Down coordinate frame (see Chapter 1 for def-
inition)
LOS ..................... Line of Sight
MMIMU ........... Micromechanical Inertial Measurement Unit
NATO .................. North Atlantic Treaty Organization
ONR.................Office of Naval Research
PPS ...................... Precise Positioning Service
PVT ..................... position-velocity-time
SCS ...................... Steering Control System
SPS...................Standard Positioning Service
Notation
CxY ................. direction cosine matrix/cooridnate transformation matrix from coordi-
nate frame x to coordinate frame y
NT ..................... the matrix or vector transpose of N
8u ......................... the error in quantity u
^ ........................... the estimate of the indicated quantity
Lo ......................... initial value of quantity L
Appendix B
MATLAB Code for Covariance Analysis
B.1 Introduction
The covariance code is written as a MATLAB function called cova. The input argument
input can be either the name if the file containing the input data as a string or a matrix con-
taining the input data. Similarly, coef can be either the name of the file that contains the
constant quantities for the analysis or a vecor that contains them. The input data is
assumed to be structured such that the columns are the required input data and the rows
are individual time steps. The required order of the columns can be seen in the module
loadcov. Pv must contain the initial standard deviations for the estimated quantities that
will be used to calculate the initial covariance matrix in the module makePo. The argu-
ments ton and toff are the start and ending times, respectively, for the GPS updates. The
top-level routine cova calls a number of low-level routines, such as loadcov and makeF.
B.2 Executive Routine cova.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Matt Smith %
% 23 January 1998 %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% history=cova(input, coef, Pv, ton, toff)
function history=cova(input, coef, Pv, ton, toff)
%dbstop error;
loadcov
%%%%%%%% Other constants necessary for analysis %%%
windconst
%%%%%%%%% initialize local variables %%%%%%%%%%%%
localinit
P=makePo(0,dt,latitude,longitude,wei,V0,Az,E1,Pv);
%%%%%%%%% calculate covariance matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for ii= 1:limit
%%%%%%%% transformation matrices %%%%%%%%
xfrm
%%%%%%%%% compute F matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
makeF
%%%%%%%%%%%% PHI Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%
makephiex% stm=expm(F*dt);
% makephia% stm=numerical approx. of e^F*dt
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Q Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%
% makeQ % makeQ is the interpolated wind model
makeQc % makeQc is the constant parameter wind model
% uncomment one or the other to make it work
% both commented out makes Q=zeros(15,15)
%%%%%%%%%%%% R Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
makeR
%%%%%%%% calculate and store covariance data %%%%%%%%
P=stm*P*stm'+Q;
%%%%%%%%%%%% update with measurement %%%%%%%%%%%
for jj=1:15
history(ii,jj)=P(jj,jj);
end
if mod(ii-1,300) == 0% GPS update every second %
disp(time(ii))
% covplot2(time,sqrt(history(:, 14:15)),2,1,1);
if (time(ii) >= ton) & (time(ii) <= toff)
GPSup
end
end
% if mod(time(ii), 1) == 0
% xfrmchk
% end
% if max(max(P))>1500000
% break;
% end
end
B.3 Loadcov.m
%%%%%%% load and appropriately label changing data %%%%%%%%%%
if ischar(input)
load(input);
data = eval(input);
else
data=input;
end
[limit junk] =size(data);
data=data(2:limit,:);% get rid of repetitive row %
limit=limit- 1;
time = data(:,1);
posn=data(:,2:4);% position in inertial frame %
vel=data(:,5:7);% velocity in body frame %
phiF=data(:,8);
theta=data(:,9);
psi=data(:,10);
pF=data(:, 11);
q=data(:,12);
r=data(:, 13);
pB=data(:,14);
alpha=data(:,15);
beta=data(:, 16);
qS=data(:, 17);
Czalpha=data(:, 18);
Cmq=data(:, 19);
Cmalpha=data(:,20);
Ca=data(:,21);
rho=data(:,22);
latitude=data(:,23);
longitude=data(:,24);
%%%%%%%%%%% Load and label static data %%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if ischar(coef)
load(coef);
data=eval(coef);
else
data=coef;
end
mass=data(1);
refarea=data(2);
D=data(3);
s_ref=.1355;
Ixx=data(4);
Iyy=data(5);
VO=data(6);
dt=data(7);
flattening=data(8);
wei=data(9);
El=data(10);
Az=data( 11);
B.4 xfrm.m
lambda=atan(flattening*tan(latitude(ii)));
re=RE/sqrt( 1+( 1.0/flattening- 1.0)*sin(lambda)*sin(lambda));
altitude=norm(posn(ii,:))-re;
%%%%%%%%%% Compute transformation matrices %%%%%%%%%%%
Tie(1, 1)=cos(wei*time(ii));
Tie(1,2)=sin(wei*time(ii));
Tie(2,1)=-Tie(1,2);
Tie(2,2)=Tie(1,1);
Tie(3,3)=1.0;
Tle(1,1)=-cos(longitude(ii))*sin(latitude(ii));
Tle( 1,2)=-sin(longitude(ii));
Tle(1,3)=-cos(longitude(ii))*cos(latitude(ii));
Tle(2,1)=-sin(longitude(ii))*sin(latitude(ii));
Tle(2,2)=cos(longitude(ii));
Tle(2,3)=-sin(longitude(ii))*cos(latitude(ii));
Tle(3,1 )=cos(latitude(ii));
Tle(3,3)=-sin(latitude(ii));
Tbl(1,1)=cos(psi(ii))*cos(theta(ii));
Tbl(1,2)=-sin(psi(ii));
Tbl( 1,3)=cos(psi(ii))*sin(theta(ii));
Tbl(2, 1)=sin(psi(ii))*cos(theta(ii));
Tbl(2,2)=cos(psi(ii));
Tbl(2,3)=sin(psi(ii))*sin(theta(ii));
Tbl(3,1)=-sin(theta(ii));
Tbl(3,3)=cos(theta(ii));
Tli=Tie'*Tle;
Tbi=Tli*Tbl;
B.5 makeF.m
% don't need to use sref or refarea or whatever here because it is
% included in qS = dynamic pressure times the reference area.
for jj=1:3
F(jj,jj+3)= 1;
for kk=1:3;
F(jj,kk+6)=Tbi(jj,kk);
end
end
speed=norm(vel(ii,:));
h l=pF(ii)*AF+pB(ii)*Ixx;
S=zeros(3,1);
S(1)=qS(ii) / mass;
F(4:6,12) = Tbi * S;
S=zeros(3,1);
S(2)=qS(ii) / mass * Czalpha(ii) * sin(theta(ii))...
/ speed;
F(4:6,14) = Tbi * S;
S=zeros(3,1);
S(3)=qS(ii) / mass * Czalpha(ii) / speed;
F(4:6,15) = Tbi*S;
S=zeros(3,2);
S=[vel(ii,3),vel(ii,2);0,-vel(ii, 1);vel(ii, 1),0];
F(4:6,10:11)=Tbi*S;
S=diag([rho(ii)*speed/mass*Ca(ii)
rho(ii)*speed/mass*-Czalpha(ii)*beta(ii)
rho(ii)*speed/mass*-Czalpha(ii)*alpha(ii)]);
T=[0 r(ii) -q(ii)
-r(ii) 0 0
q(ii) 0 0];
F(4:6,4:6)=Tbi*S + Tbi*T;
F(10,10)=qS(ii) *D * D / 2 / speed * Cmq(ii);
F(11, 11)=F(10,10);
F(10,1 1)=-hl/Iyy+pB(ii);
F(11,10)=hl/Iyy-pB(ii);
F( 10, 13)=qS(ii)*D*alpha(ii)/Iyy;
F( 11,13)=-qS(ii)*D*beta(ii)/Iyy;
F( 10, 14)=Cmalpha(ii)*qS(ii)*D/speed/Iyy*sin(theta(ii));
F(11,15)=qS(ii)*D/Iyy * -Cmalpha(ii) / speed;
g=0; % initialize the correlation coef.
% makewind % exponential curve-fit wind model
makewindc% constant parameter wind model
% uncomment either to use that model
% both commented out leaves g=0
F(14,14)=g;
F(15,15)=g;
B.6 makephiex.m
stm=expm(F*dt);
B.7 makeQc.m
Q(14,14)=2*2.25* 1.5*dt;
Q(15,15)=Q(14,14);
B.8 makeR.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%% R Matrix %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% In the GPS measurement, the variance data is %
% expressed in terms of horizontal and vertical %
% components. This must be rotated into the %
% inertial frame. Velocity isn't rotated since %
% it is diagonal to start with. %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
R(1:3,1:3)=Tli*RO(1:3,1:3)*Tli';% Position
R(4:6,4:6)=RO(4:6,4:6);% Velocity
B.9 GPSup.m
K=P*H' *inv(H*P*H'+R);
P=(eye(15)-K*H)*P;
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Appendix C
7-DOF Dynamics Model
The dynamics model presented here was taken dirrectly from [7]. Eqns. C.1-C.3 describe
the accelerations on the body, Eqns. C.4-C.6show the force equilibrium relationships, C.7-
C.9 show the angular momenta, C. 10-C. 13 show the moment equilibrium equations, C. 14-
C.20 show the aerodynamic force and moment equations and C.15-21 show the aerody-
namic coefficient relationships.
X (C.1)
m
b = (C.2)
m
c = (C.3)
m
u = vr-wq+a+gx (C.4)
1 = -ur+b+gy (C.5)
w = uq+c+gz (C.6)
hl= xxPB + xxPF (C.7)
h2 = Iyyq (C.8)
h3 = lyyr (C.9)
PB =  (C.10)
xx
S(LF-T) (C.11)
Ixx
(M-hlr) (C.12)
'yy
r (N+h) (C.13)
X yy
X = PdSCx (C.14)
Y = PdSC
Z = PdSCz
L = PdSDC,F
LB = PdSDCLB
M = PdSDCM
N = PdSDCN
Cx = -Ca
C = -Czap + Czs8 z
Cz = - Czaa + Cz8 y
cL = PD ( PBD BC. = C +2-- + +  CtGy + Cp6sz
C j = - + CIAAB
( qD " (PB
CM= Cmaa + Cmq 2V GR) +nap 2 VGR) + Cm~y
C = -Cmap+Cmq ( 2 rD (PBDnP C -2VGR m5 z
(C.15)
(C.16)
(C.17)
(C.18)
(C.19)
(C.20)
(C.21)
(C.22)
(C.23)
(C.24)
(C.25)
(C.26)
(C.27)
Appendix D
C-code for Filter in Simulator
The initialization routine and the static data structure were not included for brevity. The
Initialization routine initializes everything to either the gun values or zero, as appropriate
and calculates the initial covariance matrix as in the covariance analysis.
* FUNCTIONS: void calibration_getdata(void)
* void calibration_makeF(void)
* void calibration_makeB(void)
* void calibration_makephi(void)
* void calibration_prop(void)
* void calibration_GPSup(void)
* void calibrationout(void)
* int calibration_ECEF2LLA(void)
* int c_lininterp(double tv[], double param[], double t, InterpSw)
*
****************************************************************************
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "calibration.h"
#include "calibration_ref.h"
#include "mot_ref.h"
#include "simio.h"
static void calibration_getdata(void);
static void calibration_makeF(void);
static void calibration_makeB(void);
static void calibration_makephi(void);
static void calibration_prop(void);
static void calibration_GPSup(void);
static void calibration_out(void);
static int calibration_ECEF2LLA(void);
static int c_lininterp(double *ivec, double *dvec, double ival,
double *dvalp, enum InterpSw);
static struct calibrationIn_ref *cI = &calibrationIn;
static struct calibrationOut_ref *cO = &calibrationOut;
static struct calibrationLoc_ref *cL = &calibrationLoc;
static struct calibrationParam_ref *cP = &calibrationParam;
static struct calibrationGPS_ref *cG = &calibrationGPS;
static struct calibrationPo_ref *cPo= &calibrationPo;
static struct calibrationBallistic_ref *cB = &calibrationBallistic;
static struct calibrationMat_ref *cM = &calibrationMat;
static struct calibrationWind_ref *cW = &calibrationWind;
static struct motState_ref *ms = &motState;
* FUNCTION
* void calibration_exec(void)
*
* DESCRIPTION
* This is the top level routine for calling pieces of the calibration
* algorithm.
****************************************************************************
void calibration_exec(void)
{
int ii;
if (cI->navUp) /* count the number of cycles the navigator has been up */
cL->navcyc += 1;
if (cI->time != cL->lastTime){ /* ensure that the filter doesn't run twice*/
cL->lastTime = cI->time; /* in the same time step */
switch (cP->Mode)
case CALIBRATE:
if (cI->time > cP->ton){ /* allows filter to be started at any time */
for (ii = 0; ii < cP->intfac; ii++){ /* allows the filter to be run */
if (cP->intfac != 0){ /* at an arbitrarily small */
cI->time += cP->dt * ii / cP->intfac; /* time step */
cL->dt = cP->dt / cP->intfac;
}
else
cL->dt = cP->dt;
calibration_getdata();
calibration_makeF;()
calibration_makeB();
calibration_makephi();
calibration_prop();
calibration_GPSup();
calibration_out();
}
return;
case FILTEROFF:
return;
default:
return;
}
/***************************************************************************
* FUNCTION
* void calibrationgetdata(void)
*
* DESCRIPTION
* This is the low level routine for choosing between onboard data and
* profile data based on the state of the down-determination algorithm.
**************************************************************************/
void calibration_getdata(void)
int ii; int jj; int kk; /* coutners for for loops */
int gd_flag;
double temp;
enum InterpSw Time=TIME;
enum InterpSw Alt=ALT;
enum InterpSw Mach=MACH;
/* copy input variables into locals if navigator is awake and has had time
to converge */
if ((cL->navcyc >= cP->waitCycles) && cI->navUp) {
for (ii = 0; ii < 3; ii++){
cL->p_fb_e_e[ii] = cI->pfb e e in[ii];
cL->v_fb_e_e[ii] = cI->v_fb_e_ein[ii];
)
cL->cphiF = cos(cI->phiF);
cL->sphiF = sin(cI->phiF);
cL->pF = cI->pFin;
cL->theta = cI->e fb Inin[1];
cL->psi = cI->efbln_in[2];
cL->qO=-cI->q0_in;
cL->rO=cI->r0_in;
/* if navigator is not up, use profile data */
else {
gd_flag = c_lininterp(cB->time_pro, cB->vel_prol, cI->time, &cL->v_fb_e_e[O], Time);
gd_flag = c_lininterp(cB->time_pro, cB->vel_pro2, cI->time, &cL->v fb e_e[1], Time);
gd_flag = c_lininterp(cB->time_pro, cB->velpro3, cI->time, &cL->v_fb_e_e[2], Time);
gd_flag = c_lininterp(cB->timepro, cB->pos_prol, cI->time, &cL->p_fbse_e[0], Time);
gd_flag = c_lininterp(cB->time_pro, cB->pos_pro2, cI->time, &cL->pfb_e_e[l], Time);
gdflag = c_lininterp(cB->time_pro, cB->pos_pro3, cI->time, &cL->pfbee[2], Time);
gd_flag = c_lininterp(cB->time_pro, cB->pF_pro, cI->time, &cL->pF, Time);
gd_flag = c_lininterp(cB->time_pro, cB->theta_pro, cI->time, &cL->theta, Time);
gd_flag = c_lininterp(cB->timepro, cB->psi_pro, cI->time, &cL->psi, Time);
gd_flag = c_lininterp(cB->time_pro, cB->q_pro, cI->time, &cL->qO, Time);
gd_flag = c_lininterp(cB->time_pro, cB->r_pro, cI->time, &cL->rO, Time);
cI->dq = 0.0;
cI->phiF = 0.0;
cL->cphiF = 1.0;
cL->sphiF = 0.0;}
gd_flag = calibration_ECEF2LLA(); /* calculate the lat, long and altitude */
/* calculate the rest of the values */
cL->speed = cL->v_fb_e_e[0] * cL->v_fb_e_e[0] +
cL->v_fbe_e[l] * cL->vfbe_e[l] +
cL->vfb e_e[2] * cL->v fbe_e[2];
cL->speed = sqrt(cL->speed);
/* compute air density, temperature and mach number*/
gdflag = c_lininterp(cB->alt_pro, cB->temp_pro, cL->alt, &cL->temp, Alt);
cL->sos = cP->sosfac * sqrt(cL->temp);
cL->mach = cL->speed / cL->sos;
/* calculate the Mach dependent quantities */
gd_flag = c_lininterp(cB->Mach_pro, cB->Czalpha_pro, cL->mach, &cL->Czalpha, Mach);
gd_flag = c_lininterp(cB->Mach_pro, cB->Czdelta_pro, cL->mach, &cL->Czdelta, Mach);
gd_flag = c_lininterp(cB->Mach_pro, cB->Cmdelta_pro, cL->mach, &cL->Cmdelta, Mach);
gd_flag = c_lininterp(cB->Mach_pro, cB->Cmalpha_pro, cL->mach, &cL->Cmalpha, Mach);
gdflag = c_lininterp(cB->Mach_pro, cB->Cmq_pro, cL->mach, &cL->Cmq, Mach);
gdflag = clininterp(cB->Mach_pro, cB->Ca_pro, cL->mach, &cL->Ca, Mach);
cL->qS = 0.5 * cL->rho * cL->speed * cL->speed * cP->ref_area;
/* pB is as yet unavailable from output (except perhaps as alternator */
/* commands) */
gdflag = c_lininterp(cB->time_pro, cB->pB_pro, cI->time, &cL->pB, Time);
cL->clon = cos(cL->longitude);
cL->slon = sin(cL->longitude);
cL->clat = cos(cL->latitude);
cL->slat = sin(cL->latitude);
/* compute the ECEF to LL-NED transformation matrix */
cL->c_ln_e[0][0] = -cL->clon * cL->slat;
cL->c_ln_e[0][1] = -cL->slon * cL->slat;
cL->c_lne[0][2] = cL->clat;
cL->c_ln_e[1][0] = -cL->slon;
cL->c_ln_e[ ] [ ] = cL->clon;
cL->c_ln_e[1][2] = 0.0;
cL->c_ln_e[2][0] = -cL->clon * cL->clat;
cL->c_ln_e[2][1] = -cL->slon * cL->clat;
cL->c_ln_e[2][2] = -cL->slat;
/* calculate cL->c In a to calculate c_a_e */
cL->cpsi = cos(cL->psi);
cL->spsi = sin(cL->psi);
cL->ctheta = cos(cL->theta);
cL->stheta = sin(cL->theta);
cL->c_ln_a[0][0] = cL->cpsi * cL->ctheta;
cL->c_ln_a[0][1] = -cL->spsi;
cL->c_ln_a[0][2] = cL->cpsi * cL->stheta;
cL->c_ln_a[1][0] = cL->spsi * cL->ctheta;
cL->c_ln_a[][1 ] = cL->cpsi;
cL->c_ln_a[1][2] = cL->spsi * cL->stheta;
cL->c_ln_a[2][0] = -cL->stheta;
cL->c_ln_a[2][1] = 0.0;
cL->c_ln_a[2][2] = cL->ctheta;
for (ii = 0; ii < 3; ii++) /* c_a_e = cL->c_In_a' * c_ln_e */
for (jj = 0; jj < 3; jj++){
cL->c_a_e[ii][jj] = 0.0;
for(kk = 0; kk < 3; kk++)
cL->c_a_e[ii][jj] += cL->c_lna[kkl[ii] * cL->c_ln_e[kk][jjl;
/* transform ECEF velocity to body and NED frames */
for (ii = 0; ii < 3; ii++){
cL->v_fbea[ii] = 0.0;
cL->vfbeln[ii] = 0.0;
for (jj = 0; jj < 3; jj++){
cL->vfb ea[ii] += cL->c_a_e[ii][jj] * cL->vfb_ee[jj];
cL->vfbejn[ii] += cL->c_ln_e[ii][jj] * cL->vfbe_eljj];}
/* calculate alpha and beta from non-longitudinal portions */
/* of aeroballistic velocity */
cL->salpha = cL->vfbea[2] / cL->speed;
cL->sbeta = cL->v_fb_e_a[1] / cL->speed;
cL->alpha = asin(cL->salpha);
cL->beta = asin(cL->sbeta);
cL->calpha = cos(cL->alpha);
cL->cbeta = cos(cL->beta);
/***************************************************************************
* FUNCTION
* void calibration_makeF(void)
*
* DESCRIPTION
* This is the low level routine for calculating the error dynamics
* matrix, F
static void calibration_makeF(void)
int ii; int jj; int kk;
double hone;
double v_horiz;
double vertdist;
double hdist;
double qsm;
double K[3][3];
double J[3][3];
double L[3][3]; /* extra drag from velocity error */
double M[3][3];
double N[3][3];
double 0[3][3]; /* coupling from nominal pitch and yaw rates */
double S[3]; /* ECEF drag accel. due to d_Ca */
/* initialize F matrix */
for (ii=0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj=O; jj < 15; jj++)
cM->F[ii][jj] = 0.0;
/* put ones into F matrix */
for (ii = 0; ii < 3; ii++)
cM->F[ii][(ii+3)] = 1.0;
}
/* initialize local matrices and vectors */
for (ii = 0; ii < 3; ii++){
S[ii]=0.0;
for (jj=0; jj < 3; jj++){
K[ii][jj] = 0.0;
J[ii][jj] = 0.0;
L[ii][jj] = 0.0;
M[ii][jj] = 0.0;
N[ii][jj] = 0.0;
O[ii]jj] = 0.0;
I
/* put pitch and yaw rates into coupling matrix in aero frame */
N[O][1] = cL->rO;
N[0][2] = -cL->qO;
N[1][0] = -cL->rO;
N[2][0] = cL->qO;
/* put the lone term into error-drag matrix */
K[0][0] = -cL->rho * cL->speed / cP->mass * cL->Ca;
/* rotate error-drag matrix twice to get portion to enter into F matrix */
for (ii = 0; ii < 3; ii++)
for (jj=0; jj < 3; jj++)
for (kk = 0; kk < 3; kk++)
J[ii][jj] = K[ii][kk] * cL->c_a_e[kk][jj];
for (ii = 0; ii < 3; ii++)
for (jj=0; jj < 3; jj++)
for (kk = 0; kk < 3; kk++)
L[ii][jj] = cL->c_a_e[kk][ii] * J[kk][jj];
/* rotate coupling matrix twice before putting into F matrix */
for (ii = 0; ii < 3; ii++)
for (jj=O; jj < 3; jj++)
for (kk = 0; kk < 3; kk++)
M[ii][jj] = N[ii][kk] * cL->c_a_e[kk][jj];
for (ii = 0; ii < 3; ii++)
for (jj=O; jj < 3; jj++)
for (kk = 0; kk < 3; kk++)
O[ii][jj] = cL->c_a_e[kk][ii] * M[kk][jj];
S[O] = -cL->qS / cP->mass; /* d_Ca influence in aero frame */
for (ii = 0; ii < 3; ii++){
cM->F[(ii+3)][13] = cL->c_a_e[1][ii] * cL->qS / cP->mass *
(cL->Czdelta - cL->Czalpha) * cL->stheta / cL->speed; /* wind */
cM->F[(ii+3)][14] = -cL->c_a_e[2][ii] * cL->qS / cP->mass *
(cL->Czdelta + cL->Czalpha) / cL->speed; /* downtrack wind */
cM->F[(ii+3)][10] = cL->ca e[O][ii] * cL->vfbe_a[1];
cM->F[(ii+3)][10] -= cL->c_a_e[1][ii] * cL->v_fbe_a[0];
cM->F[(ii+3)][9] = cL->c_a_e2][ii] * cL->v fb ea[0];
cM->F[(ii+3)][9] -= cL->c_a_e[0][ii] * cL->v_fbe_a[2];
for (jj = 0; jj < 3; jj++){
cM->F[(ii+3)][11] += cL->c_a_ejj][ii] * S[jj]; /* rotate in d_Ca components */
cM->F[(ii+3)][(jj+3)] = O[ii][jj]; /* add error-drag terms */
cM->F[(ii+3)][(jj+3)] += L[ii][jj]; /* add pitch and yaw coupling terms post-rotate */
h_one = cL->pF * cP->AF + cL->pB * cP->AB; /* angular momentum about long. axis */
cM->F[9][9] = cL->Cmq * cL->qS * cP->D / cP->Iyy * cP->D / 2.0 / cL->speed;
cM->F[10][10] = cM->F[9][9];
cM->F[9][10] = -h_one / cP->Iyy;
cM->F[10][9] = h_one / cP->Iyy;
cM->F[9][12] = cL->qS * cP->D * cL->alpha / cP->Iyy;
cM->F[10][12] = -cL->qS * cP->D * cL->beta / cP->Iyy;
cM->F[9][13] = cL->qS * cP->D / cP->Iyy *
(cL->Cmalpha + cL->Cmdelta) / cL->speed * cL->stheta;
cM->F[10][14] = -cL->qS * cP->D / cP->Iyy *
(cL->Cmalpha - cL->Cmdelta) / cL->speed;
/* calculate wind parameters from wind model or constant */
switch (cW->WindModel){
case CURVE_FIT: /* an logarithmic curve-fit of the NASA model that is probably not valid */
v_horiz = cL->v_fb_e_ln[0] * cL->v_fb_e_jn[0] +
cL->v_fbe_ln[1] * cL->vfbe_ln[];
v_horiz = sqrt(v_horiz);
if (cL->alt > 300){
vertdist = cW->lv * pow(cL->alt, cW->mv); /* correlation distances from*/
hdist = cW->lh * pow(cL->alt, cW->mh); /* Justus et al model (NASA) */
}
else{
vertdist = 1025.43;
hdist = 1844.74;
cL->wind_corr = (fabs(cL->v_fbe_ln[2]) / vertdist + v_horiz / hdist);
break;
case GAUSS_MARKOV: /* this was used in the analysis */
cL->wind_corr = -1.5;
break;
case CONSTANT_WIND:
cL->wind_corr = 0;
break;
}
cM->F[13][13] = cL->wind_corr;
cM->F[141[14] = cL->wind_corr;
/***************************************************************************
* FUNCTION
* void calibration_makeB(void)
*
* DESCRIPTION
* This routine computes the B matrix so the canard commands can
* accounted for.
***************************************************************************/
static void calibration_makeB(void)
int ii; int jj; int kk;
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 2; jj++) {
cM->B[ii][jj] = 0.0;
/* these two terms are in teh aero frame but that is irrelevant as long as */
/* ay and az are used instead, as they currently are in c_prop */
cM->B[4][1] = cL->Czdelta * cL->qS / cP->mass * cL->dt;
cM->B[5][0] = -cL->Czdelta * cL->qS / cP->mass * cL->dt;
/* these two terms are correct and are used */
cM->B[9][0] = cL->qS / cP->Iyy * cP->D * cL->Cmdelta * cL->dt;
cM->B[10][1] = cL->qS / cP->Iyy * cP->D * cL->Cmdelta * cL->dt;
/****************************************************************
* FUNCTION
* void calibration_makephi(void)
*
* DESCRIPTION
* This is the routine that performs the matlab function expm(F*dt).
* The algorithm is from the expml() help file in Matlab 5.1.
******************************************** *****************************
static void calibration_makephi(void)
int ii; intjj; int kk; int 11;
double rs = 0.0;
double A[15][15];
double X[15][15];
double X_old[15][15];
double D[15][15];
double E[15][15];
double N[15][15];
double c=0.0;
double scale=0.0;
double sc=0.0;
double scale_fac=0.0;
double sn=0.0;
int swap_row = 0;
int pivot_row = 0;
double swap_temp = 0.0;
int swap_hist[ 15];
int sw = 0;
double inf_norm = 0.0;
double pivot = 0.0;
double ident = 0.0;
double L[15][15];
/* this algorithm is the Pade approximation with scaling from MATLAB */
/* A = F * dt */
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0;jj < 15; jj++)
A[ii][jj] = cM->F[ii][j] * cL->dt;
/* find infinity norm of the matrix */
inf_norm = 0.0;
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)(
rs = 0.0;
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++)
rs += fabs(A[ii][jj]);
if (rs > inf_norm)
inf_norm = rs;}
/* scale the matrix so that the Pade approx works */
if (inf norm <= 0.0)
sc = 0.0;
else
sc = log(infnorm) / 0.69314718055995; /* log base 2 of inf_norm */
if ((1.0+floor(sc)) > 0.0)
scale = 1 + floor(sc);
else
scale = 0.0;
scale_fac = pow(2.0,scale);
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++)
A[ii][jj] = A[ii][jj] / scalefac;
/* initialize the matrices */
c = 0.5;
ident = 0.0;
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++) {
swap_hist[ii] = ii;
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++){
X[ii][jj] = A[ii][jj];
if (ii =jj)
ident = 1.0;
else
ident = 0.0;
L[ii][jj] = ident; /* initialize L matrix to identity */
D[ii][jj] = ident - c * X[ii][jj];
N[ii][jj] = ident + c * X[ii][jj];
/* use Pade approx. on scaled matrix */
sn = 1.0;
for (ii = 2; ii < 7; ii++){
c = c*(6.0-ii+l.0) / ((12.0 - ii +1.0)*ii);
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++) /* copy X */
for (kk = 0; kk < 15; kk++)
X_old[jj][kk] = XUjI[kk];
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++) /* X=AX */
for (kk = 0; kk < 15; kk++){
X[jj][kk] = 0.0;
for (11 = 0; 11 < 15; 11++)
X[jj][kk] += AUj][ll] * X_old[ll][kk];
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++)
for (kk = 0; kk < 15; kk++)(
N[jj][kk] += c * X[jj][kk];
D[jj][kk] += c * sn * X[jj][kk];
sn *= -1.0;
/* solve D * (phi) = N by gaussian elimination */
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++){
/* find pivot */
pivot_row = ii;
pivot = D[ii][ii];
for (jj = ii+1; jj < 15; jj++)(
if (fabs(D[jj][ii]) > fabs(pivot)){
pivot_row = jj;
pivot = D[jj][ii];
}
if (pivotrow != ii){
/* swap rows and store swaps */
swap_hist[ii] = pivot_row; /* swap_hist[ii] says that the iith row */
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++){ /* used to be the swaphist[ii]th row */
swap_temp = D[ii][jj];
D[ii] [jj] = D[pivot_row][jj];
D[pivot_row][jj] = swap_temp;
}
if (pivot == 0.0)
break;
/* decompose D into L and U (if memory were a concern we'd overwrite D) */
/* do this only using L, no U needed since D becomes U */
for (jj = ii+1; jj < 15; jj++)(
L[jj][ii] = D[jj][ii] / D[ii][ii];
for (kk = ii+1; kk < 15; kk++)
DUj[kk] -= L[jj][ii] * D[ii][kk];
}
/* swap rows of N matrix */
for (ii = 14; ii >= 0; ii--){
swap_row = swap_hist[ii];
for (jj = O;jj < 15; jj++){
swap_temp = N[ii][jj];
N[ii[jj] = N[swap_row][jj];
N[swap_row]Uj] = swap_temp;
}
/* solve decomposed system */
/* first solve LX = N (note: reusing X) */
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++) /* row index into L */
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++){ /* column index into X */
X[ii][jj] = N[ii][jj];
for (kk = 0; kk < ii; kk++) /* column into L and row into X */
X[ii][jj] -= L[ii][kk] * X[kk][jj];
/* diagonal elements of lower triangular matrix are l's */
/* now solve U * (phi) = X, where (phi) is the answer (not yet de-scaled) */
for (ii = 14; ii >= 0; ii--) /* row index into U */
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++){ /* column index into A */
if (D[ii][ii] != 0.0)(
A[ii][jj] = X[ii][jj]; /* reuse matrix A as (phi) */
for (kk = 14; kk > ii; kk--) /* column of U and row of A */
A[ii][ij] -= A[kk]Uj] * D[ii][kk];
A[ii]jj] /= D[ii][ii]; /* diag elements are not l's here */
}
/* remove scaling by repeated squaring */
/* reuse D and E matrices as temproaries for squaring */
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++) /* first time squaring */
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++){
D[ii][jj] = 0.0;
for (kk = 0; kk < 15; kk++)
D[ii][jj] += A[ii][kk] * A[kk][jj];
}
sw = 1;
for (11 = 1; 11 < scale; 11++){
if (sw > 0) /* E = DA2 */
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++){
E[ii][jj] = 0.0;
for (kk = 0; kk < 15; kk++)
E[ii][jj] += D[ii][kk] * D[kk][jj];
}
else /* D = E^2 */
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++){
D[ii][jj] = 0.0;
for (kk = 0; kk < 15; kk++)
D[ii][jj] += E[ii][kk] * E[kk][jj];
sw *= -1;
}
/* finally, copy output of prior routine into stm */
if (sw > 0) /* sw > 0 means that the last time */
/* it squared, sw = -1, so the */
/* output is in D */
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++)
cM->stm[ii][jj] = D[ii][jj];
else /* otherwise, the output is in E */
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++)
cM->stm[ii][jj] = E[ii][jj];
/*************************************************************************
* FUNCTION
* void calibration_prop(void)
*
* DESCRIPTION
* This is the routine that propagates the state vector across a time
* step.
*****************************************************************************
static void calibration_prop(void)
{
int ii; int jj; int kk; int 11;
double Ptemp[15][15];
double P_old[15][15];
double x_old[15];
double dqy;
double dqz;
double u[3];
dqy = cI->dq * cL->cphiF;
dqz = cI->dq * cL->sphiF;
u[0] = 0.0;
u[1] = cI->ay;
u[2] = cI->az;
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
x_old[ii] = cL->x[ii];
for (ii = 0; ii < 8; ii++)
cL->x[ii] = 0.0;
for (ii = 0; ii < 3; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 3; jj++)
cL->x[(ii+3)] += cL->c_a_e[jj][ii] * u[jj] * cP->dt;
for (ii = 8; ii < 15; ii++){ /* update state vector across time interval */
cL->x[ii] = cM->B[ii][0] * dqy;
cL->x[ii] += cM->B[ii][1] * dqz;
I
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0;jj < 15; jj++)
cL->x[ii] += cM->stm[ii][jj] * x_oldjl;
switch (cW->WindModel) {
case CURVE_FIT:
if (cL->alt < 300)
cL->q = 3.436012;
else
cL->q = cW->Qf * pow(cL->alt, cW->Qm);
break;
case GAUSS_MARKOV:
cL->q = 2.0 * cW->sig * cW->sig * fabs(cL->wind_corr);
break;
case CONSTANT_WIND:
cL->q = 0;
break;
I
/* copy P into a temporary variable P_old */
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++){
P_old[ii][jj] = cM->P[ii][jj];
cM->P[ii][jj] = 0.0;
/* do first multiplication into another temporary variable */
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++){
P_temp[ii][jj] = 0.0;
for (kk = 0; kk < 15; kk++)
P_temp[ii][jj] += Pold[ii][kk] * cM->stm[jj][kk];
I
/* do second multiplication */
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++)
for (kk = 0; kk < 15; kk++)
cM->P[ii]jj] += cM->stm[ii][kk] * P_temp[kk][jj];
/* add Q matrix, represented by these two additions */
cM->P[13][13] += cL->q;
cM->P[14][14] += cL->q;
/* make sure that the matrix is symmetric after each propagation to avoid */
/* numerical hang-ups /*
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++)
P_temp[ii][jj] = (cM->P[ii][jj] + cM->P[jj][ii]) / 2.0;
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++)
cM->P[ii][jj] = P_temp[ii][jj];
/***************************************************************************
* FUNCTION
* void calibration_GPSup(void)
*
* DESCRIPTION
* This updates the estimate when a GPS measurement comes in.
*************************************************************************/
static void calibration_GPSup(void)
{
int ii; int jj; int kk;
double temp[6][6];
double pivot;
int swap_row;
int swap_col;
double swaphist[6];
int pivot_row;
double swap_temp;
double X[6][15];
double L[6][6];
double Ptemp[15][15];
double GPSvel ned[3];
double GPS_velecef[3];
double RO[6];
int up_flag;
enum InterpSw Time=TIME;
double Ktrans[6][15]; /* K transpose */
double Phold[6][15];
double IKH[15][15]; /* I-KH term */
double Ptemp2[15][15];
double KRK[15][15];
double KRK2[15][15];
double Ptemp3[15][15];
double ze[3];
if (cI->update_flag && ((cI->time > cP->GPSacq) &&
((cI->time - cL->lastUpdate) > cP->minGPSint))){
/* rotate GPS velocity meas. into ECEF frame */
/* conveniently, the GPS vel. meas. is in LL-ENU, not LL-NED, for
which there already is a transformation matrix */
GPSvel ned[0] = cI->GPS_vel[l];
GPS_velned[l] = cI->GPS_vel[0];
GPSvel ned[21 = -cI->GPS_vel[2]; /* negative to go from 'up' to 'down' */
/* initialize K matrix */
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 6; jj++)
cM->K[ii][jj] = 0.0;
for (ii = 0; ii < 3; ii++)(
GPS_vel_ecef[ii] = 0.0;
for (jj = 0; jj < 3; jj++)
/* c_ln_e[jj][ii] = c_e_ln[ii][jj] */
GPS_vel_ecef[ii] += cL->c_ln_eljj][ii] * GPS_vel_nedjj];
/* interpolate into data table to get ballistic data at the current time */
up_flag = c_lininterp(cB->time_pro, cB->pos_prol, cI->time, &cL->BallData[0], Time);
up_flag = clininterp(cB->time_pro, cB->pos_pro2, cI->time, &cL->BallData[l], Time);
up_flag = c_lininterp(cB->time_pro, cB->pos_pro3, cI->time, &cL->BallData[2], Time);
up_flag = c_lininterp(cB->timepro, cB->vel_prol, cI->time, &cL->BallData[3], Time);
up_flag = c_lininterp(cB->time_pro, cB->vel_pro2, cI->time, &cL->BallData[4], Time);
up_flag = c_lininterp(cB->time_pro, cB->vel_pro3, cI->time, &cL->BallData[5], Time);
/* generate measurement from GPS data and ballistic profile */
for (ii = 0; ii < 6; ii++){
cL->z[ii] = cI->GPS_pos[ii] - cL->BallData[ii];
}
/* copy GPS error statistics into RO vector */
for (ii = 0; ii < 2; ii++){
RO[ii] = cG->pos_h * cG->pos_h;
RO[(ii+3)] = cG->vel_h * cG->velh;
}
RO[2] = cG->pos_v * cG->pos_v;
RO[5] = cG->vel_v * cG->vel_v;
for (ii = 0; ii < 6; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++)
X[ii]jj] = 0.0;
/* form the top three rows of the R matrix and stick the last */
/* three diagonal terms on at the end */
for (ii = 0; ii < 3; ii++){
for (jj =0;jj < 3; jj++){
cM->R[ii][jj] = 0.0;
for (kk = 0; kk < 3; kk++)
cM->R[ii][jj] += cL->c_ln_e[kk][ii] * cL->c_ln_e[kk][jj] * RO[kk];
cM->R[(ii+3)][(ii+3)][(ii+3)] = RO[(ii+3)];
}
/* HPH' = P(1:6,1:6), so HPH' + R = P(1:6, 1:6) + R */
for (ii = 0; ii < 6; ii++){
swap_hist[ii] = ii;
for (jj = 0; jj < 6; jj++){
L[ii][jj] = 0.0; /* init L */
if (ii =jj) L[ii][jj] = 1.0; /* init L */
temp[ii][jj] = cM->P[iilljj] + cM->R[ii][jj];
}
}
for (ii = 0; ii < 6; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++)
Phold[ii][jj] = cM->P[ii][jj];
/* solve K*temp = P(:,1:6) by gaussian elimination */
/* solve decomposed system by using temp * K'=Phold. This takes advantage */
/* of the fact that we know that temp and Phold are symmetric. */
for (ii = 0; ii < 6; ii++){
pivot=temp[ii][ii];
if (pivot = 0.0)
break;
/* decompose temp into L and U (if memory were a concern we'd overwrite temp) */
/* do this only using L, no U needed since temp becomes U */
for (jj = ii+1; jj < 6; jj++){
L[jj][ii] = temp[jj][ii] / temp[ii][ii];
for (kk = ii+1; kk < 6; kk++)
temp[jj][kk] -= L[jj][ii] * temp[ii][kk];
/* first solve LX = P(1:6,1:6) (where X=U*K' ) */
for (ii = 0; ii < 6; ii++) /* row index into L */
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++){ /* column index into X */
X[ii][jj] = Phold[ii][jj];
for (kk = 0; kk < ii; kk++) /* column into L and row into X */
X[ii][jj] -= L[ii][kk] * X[kk][jj];
/* diagonal elements of lower triangular matrix are l's */
I
/* now solve U * K' = X, where (phi) is the answer (not yet de-scaled) */
for (ii = 5; ii >= 0; ii--) /* row index into U */
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++)( /* column index into A */
if (temp[ii][ii] != 0.0){
Ktrans[ii]U[j] = X[ii][jj];
for (kk = 5; kk > ii; kk--) /* column of U and row of A */
Ktrans[ii][jj] -= Ktrans[kk][jj] * temp[ii][kk];
Ktrans[ii][jj] /= temp[ii][ii]; /* diag elements are not l's here */
/* transpose Ktrans onto cM->K */
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 6; jj++)
cM->K[ii][jj] = KtransUj][ii];
/* update x with GPS measurement (called 'z' )*/
for (ii = 0; ii < 6; ii++){ /* H = [II 0] */
cL->diff[ii] = cL->z[ii] - cL->x[ii];}
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 6; jj++)
cL->x[ii] += cM->K[ii][jj] * cL->diff[jj];
/* update P (Ptemp is the storage for new P while updating) */
/* P=(I-KH)P(I-KH)' + KRK' usig multiple temprary matrices */
for (ii=0; ii< 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++){
I_KH[ii][jj] = 0.0;
if (ii==jj)
I_KH[ii][jj] = 1.0;
if (jj < 6)
I_KH[ii][jj] -= cM->K[ii][jj];
for (ii =0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++){
Ptemp[ii][jj] = 0.0;
for (kk = 0; kk < 15; kk++)
Ptemp[ii][jj] += cM->P[ii][kk] * I_KHUj][kk];
}
for (ii =0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++){
Ptemp2[ii][jj] = 0.0;
for (kk = 0; kk < 15; kk++)
Ptemp2[ii]Uj] += I_KH[ii][kk] * Ptemp[kk][jj];
for (ii =0; ii < 6; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++)
KRK2[ii][jj] = 0.0;
for (kk = 0; kk < 6; kk++)
KRK2[ii][jj] += cM->R[ii][kk] * cM->K[jj][kk];
for (ii =0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++){
KRK[ii][jj] = 0.0;
for (kk = 0; kk < 6; kk++)
KRK[ii][jj] += cM->K[ii][kk] * KRK2[kk][jj];
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++)
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++)
Ptemp3[ii][jj] = Ptemp2[ii][jj] + KRK[ii][jj];
for (ii = 0; ii < 15; ii++){
for (jj = 0; jj < 15; jj++)
cM->P[ii][jj] = (Ptemp3[ii][jj] + Ptemp3[jj][ii]) / 2.0;
cL->lastUpdate = cI->time; /* store the time of the last update to ensure */
/* that the update isn't done twice at a single */
/* time interval */
}
* FUNCTION
* void calibration_out(void)
*
* DESCRIPTION
* This copies the local variables into the output variables.
**********************************************************************
static void calibrationout(void)
{
int ii;
for (ii = 0; ii < 3; ii++)
cO->dVo[ii] = cL->x[(ii+6)];
cO->dCa = cL->x[ 11];
cO->dCma = cL->x[12];
cO->Wind_d = cL->x[13];
cO->Wind_c = cL->x[14];
}
/***************************************************************************
* FUNCTION
* int c_lininterp(double *ivec, double *dvec, double ival,
* double *dvalp, enum InterpSw)
*
* DESCRIPTION
* This is the linear interpolation routine, modified to use tables
* of differing size. It has three modes, one for each table, called
* MACH, ALT and TIME.
*********************************************************** ***************/
static int c_lininterp(double *ivec, double *dvec, double ival,
double *dvalp, enum InterpSw InterpMode)
{
double del_param;
double del_ind;
double del_ind_tot;
int ii;
int il;
int vec_length;
double geo_alt;
double temp_grad;
double hold; /* temporary variable */
if (ival < 0.0)
ival = 0.0;
switch (InterpMode){
case TIME:
vec_length = PROFILE_LENGTH;
break;
case ALT:
vec_length = ATM_NUM_ELEMS;
ival /= C_M2FT * (1.0 + ival/cP->re);
break;
case MACH:
vec_length = MACH_ELEMS;
break;
default:
return 1;
/* limit time to range of profile */
if (ival > ivec[(veclength - 1)])
ival = ivec[(vec_length - 1)];
else if (ival <= ivec[0])
ival = ivec[0];
/* determine nearest lower member in ivec */
for (ii=l; ii < (vec_length - 1); ii++){
if (ival < ivec[ii]){
il = ii - 1;
break;
il = (vec_length - 2);
if ((il > veclength) I (il < 0))
return 5;
delind = ival - ivec[il];
del_ind_tot = ivec[(il+l)] - ivec[il];
if (delind_tot == 0.0)
return 10;
/* interpolate for value and put it where it belongs */
delparam = dvec[(il+l)] - dvec[il];
*dvalp = dvec[il] + del_param * del_ind / del_indtot;
if (InterpMode != ALT)
return 0;
temp_grad = del_param / del_ind_tot;
if (cB->temp_pro[il] == 0.0)
return 15;
if (temp_grad !=0.0){
hold = *dvalp / dvec[il];
hold = pow(hold, (1.0 + cB->rho_slp / temp_grad));
cL->rho = cB->rho_pro[il] / hold;
else
cL->rho = exp(-cB->wpro[il] * (ival - ivec[il])) *
cB->rho_pro[il];
return 0;
/***********************************************************************
* FUNCTION
* void calibration_ECEF2LLA(void)
* DESCRIPTION
* This function takes the position vector in ECEF and converts it
* to LLA. The routine has been shamelessly copied from dyn_util
* code with revisions so that it runs in the calibration data
* structure rather than on the navigation data.
****************************************************************************
static int calibration_ECEF2LLA(void)
{
double tmp; /* temporary computation variable */
double r_xy;
double r_xyz;
double lambda_s;
double r_s;
/* note: latitude and longitude angles are assumed to be in
units of degrees, not radians; conversions must be performed
within this function */
/* compute the length of the projection on the equatorial plane */
tmp = (cL->pfb e_e[0] * cL->p_fb_e_e[0]) + (cL->p_fb_e_e[1] * cL->p_fb_e_e[1]);
if (tmp > 0.0)
r_xy = sqrt (tmp);
else
r_xy = 0.0;
tmp += (cL->p_fb_e_e[2] * cL->p_fb._e_[2]);
if (tmp > 0.0)
r_xyz = sqrt (tmp);
else
r_xyz = 0.0;
/* compute geocentric latitude angle at the surface */
if (cL->p_fb_e_e[2] == 0.0) {
lambda_s = 0.0;
else if (r_xy > 0.0) {
tmp = cL->pfbee[2] / r_xy;
lambda_s = atan (tmp);
else if (cL->p_fb_e_e[2] > 0.0) {
lambda_s = M_PI / 2.0;
else {
lambda_s = - MPI / 2.0;
}
/* note: this is an aproximation; we are assuming that lambda_s
is approximately equal to lambda, which is the true angle between
the position of the vehicle and the equatorial plane; at some
point in the future, this should be revisited */
/* compute the WGS-84 radius of the earth at the intercept point */
tmp = sin (lambdas) * sin (lambda_s);
tmp *= ((1.0 / cP->flattening) - 1.0);
tmp += 1.0;
tmp = (cP->re * cP->re) / tmp;
r_s = sqrt (tmp);
/* compute the altitude */
cL->alt = r_xyz - r_s;
/* compute the geodetic latitude angle */
if ((lambda_s == 0.0) II
(lambda_s == (M_PI / 2.0)) II
(lambda_s == -(MPI / 2.0)))
cL->latitude = lambda_s;
else {
tmp = tan (lambda_s) / cP->flattening;
cL->latitude = atan (tmp);
/* compute the longitude angle */
if (cL->p_fb_e_e[0] == 0.0) {
if (cL->p_fb_e_e[1] > 0.0)
cL->longitude = M_PI / 2.0;
else if (cL->pfb_e_e[1] < 0.0)
cL->longitude = - M_PI / 2.0;
else
cL->longitude = 0.0;
else if (cL->p_fb_e_e[1] == 0.0) {
if (cL->p_fb_e_e[0] > 0.0)
cL->longitude = 0.0;
else if (cL->pfb e_e[1] < 0.0)
cL->longitude = M_PI;
else
cL->longitude = 0.0;
else {
cL->longitude = atan2 (cL->p_fb_e_e[1], cL->p_fb_e_e[0]);
/* return with success value */
return (0);}
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